Section 2 - Staff of the University

Council

Official Members
Three persons appointed by the Council under section 9 (1) (a) of the Act.

Chancellor
Willett, L J, AO  
(term to 31 December 2010)

Vice-Chancellor
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD Ill

Presiding Officer, Academic Senate
Green, Professor D L, DesRCA RCA  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Ministerial Appointed Members
Six persons appointed by the NSW Minister for Education and Training under section 9 (1) (b) of the Act.

Catanzariti, The Honourable A, MLC  
(term to 31 March 2009)

Martin, G F, MP  
(term to 31 March 2007)

Pitkin, K, BA Newcastle(NSW), DipEd Armidale, GradCertActionLng WSyd  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Macintosh, A I, AC, BA ANU  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Murphy, P A, BAgEc Syd  
(term to 30 June 2009)

Wise, G A, BVSc Syd  
(term to 30 June 2009)

Council Appointed Members
Four external persons appointed by the Council under section 9 (1) (c) and (g) of the Act, including at least one person who is a graduate.

Frangopoulos, A, BA MitchellCAE  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Hanrahan, W T, BBus RiverinaCAE, BLegS Macq, BRegS MSc Melb, FCPA, FCIS  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Benedyka, S E, FinMgtCert MCAE GDipBus CSturt  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Hancock, C, MBA UNSW BA CSU  
(term to 30 June 2009)

Elected Members
Five persons elected by the academic staff, general staff and students of the University under section 9 (1) (d), (e) and (f) of the Act.

Bell, H, MBA (HRM) CSU  
(term to 30 June 2008)

Elks, M  
(term to 30 June 2008)

Kennett, G, MTD ECU GradDipEd ECU  
(term to 30 June 2008)

Macklin, R, BComm UNSW MComm (Hons) UOW PhD CSU  
(term to 30 June 2008)

Towers, P A, BSc Murd, MAppSc WSyd, PhD Qld, ASRB  
(term to 30 June 2008)

Regional Consultative Committees

Albury-Wodonga Regional Consultative Committee
Chair
Whiteford, G E, BAppSc WAustIT, MHlthSc PhD SAust, MAAOT  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Members
Hanrahan, W. T, BBus RiverinaCAE, BLegS Macq, BRegS MSC Melb, FCPA, FCIS (term to 30 June 2007)
Melville, N. J., BSci ULIV, PostGrad Cert Ed ULIV (term to 30 June 2007)
Stockier, F.J., Dip F MA Ed TechnolSyd, BEd HawthornIE (term to 30 June 2007)
Smith, A.P., BA, BEd ANU (term to 30 June 2007)
Cox, Y., BA, BLaw Honors ANU (term to 30 June 2007)

Bathurst Regional Consultative Committee
Chair
Walker, G. A., DipEd, MCom NSW, PhD Macq (term to 30 June 2007)
Members
Blanch, P, LLB Syd, ISMP OPM Harvard, FAICD (term to 30 June 2007)
Flynn, A (term to 30 June 2007)
Hector, J, BSC Syd (term to 30 June 2007)
Hudson, J (term to 30 June 2007)
Kitcher, D (term to 30 June 2007)
Macintosh, I, BA ANU (term to 30 June 2007)
Moran, B (term to 30 June 2007)
Roach, A, BBus CS Sturt (term to 30 June 2007)
Roach, R, BSci NSW, MBA Scot (term to 30 June 2007)
Stocks, N, BA CS Sturt (term to 30 June 2007)

Dubbo Regional Consultative Committee
Chair
Bell, Heather A, Dip Teach(Tech) SCAE, MBus(HRM) CS Sturt, (30 June 2007)
Members
Craig Biles BSocSc(SocWelf) CS Sturt (30 June 2007)
Marion Browne BArts(Hon) DipEd University of Tasmania (30 June 2007)
Gale Eckford (30 June 2007)
Max Walters AM MBE (30 June 2007)
Vacant
Vacant

Orange Regional Consultative Committee
Chair
Kevin A Parton, BComm(Hons) Liv, MSc AgEc Newcastle (UK), PhD NE
Members

Wagga Wagga Regional Consultative Committee
Chair
Green, D, NDD DesRCA RCA (term to 30 June 2007)
Members
Briggs, J, MBA CS Sturt (term to 30 June 2007)
Dale, P S, AssocDip AREI (term to 30 June 2007)
Hart, A (term to 30 June 2007)
Merrylees, M  
(term to 30 June 2007)
Rogers, W, BSc ANU, BA NE, DipEd CCAE  
(term to 30 June 2007)

Senior Officers of the University
Chancellor
Willett, L J, AO
Vice-Chancellor
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD Ill
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic
Chambers, Professor R C, BA PhD Syd
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration
Gorman, Professor L, BA NE, GradCertMgt WSyd, PhD Sas
Presiding Officer, Academic Senate
Green, Professor D L, DesRCA RCA

Pro Vice-Chancellor, Research and Graduate Training
Burnett, Professor P C, DipAppPsych Flin, DipT KelvinGroveCAE, MEdSt Qld, PhD Ohio

Executive Director, Division of Financial Services
Hackett, J F, FCIM, FCIS, PNA

Executive Director, Division of Human Resources
Shaw, R L, GDipBusAdmin W Aust IT, BBus RiverinaCAE, AFAHRI, CPA
Faculty of Arts

Faculty Office

Dean of Faculty

...%

Associate Dean, Psychology
Thompson, Associate Professor A P, BA(Hons) York(Can), MA PhD WOnt, MAPS

Sub-Dean, Graduate Training
Tyson, G A, MSc Natal, PhD Wits, MAPS

Sub-Dean, International
McCulloch, R W, GradDipMkt MMkt CSturt

Sub-Dean, Teaching & Learning
Layton, Associate Professor G A, BA UnivCollWales, MEd PhD TechnoSyd

Adjunct Professor
Sarantakos, S, BA Athens, PhD Munich

Adjunct Lecturer
Whitford, T A, MA Macq, BA GradDipEd PhD CSturt

Adjunct Research Fellow
Selby, J M, MA(Hons) StAnd, PhD Cantab

Visiting Academic
Farah, D S A, BFA Alexandria

Faculty Executive Officer
Doubleday, R W S, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE, GDipEd CSturt

Faculty Web Officer
Lynch, K J

Australian Graduate School of Policing

Head of School
Green, Associate Professor T A, MA Northumbria

Associate Head of School
Mills, B K, LLB NSW, GradDipLegalPrac LLM TechnoSyd, ADipJusticeAdmin MitchellCAE

Adjunct Lecturer
Douglass, E P, AssocDipPolStud BSocSc Newcastle(NSW), GradDipPubPol MPubPol&Admin CSturt

Professor
tGordon, I A, LLB(Hons) Northumbria

Senior Lecturers
Casey, J P, BA BScWk Syd, MPA CUNY, PhD UAB
Mills, B K, LLB NSW, GradDipLegalPrac LLM TechnoSyd, ADipJusticeAdmin MitchellCAE
Mitchell, M C, MSc Calg, MA(Hons) PhD Glas, CPsychol(UK)
tRoberts, P, BA(Hons) ANU, GradDipAppPsych MAppSc Canberra

Lecturers
Hall, A, BEd Belfast, MSc Ulster
Herrington, V L, BSc(Psych) MSc Portsmouth
Trofymowycz, D L, BA WOnt, MSc NorthEastern, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Young, L J, BSc(Hons) NSW, MA CSturt

Administrative Assistant
Sturgiss, T L E

School Administrative Assistant
Murphy, E M, BA GradDipEd NE

School of Communication

Head of School

...%

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Cook, I

Associate Professor
Carroll, J, BA NE, MEd PhD Newcastle(UK)

Senior Lecturers
Alexander, D M, LLB Otago, MA CSturt
Blaikie, W D, DipMimeComedy Dell'Arte, MA NSW, MA Syd
McCulloch, R W, GradDipMkt MMkt CSturt
McGillion, C J M, BA MA(Hons) Syd
Spence, E H, BA(Hons) PhD Syd

Lecturers
Boland, G F, DipMimeComedy Dell'Arte, DipDramaEd&Therapy Newcastle(UK), BA DipEd MEd NE
Cameron, D J, MA(Hons) Wgong, BA MitchellCAE
Denyer-Simmons, P, BA MitchellCAE, GradCertComm MA CSturt
Dillon, H J, BA NE, BA(Hons) CSturt
Fell, B G, MA(Hons) Wgong, BA MitchellCAE
Hadley, J H, BA(Hons) PhD Syd
Hibbert, Z A, BA MitchellCAE, MA CSU
Maxwell, D C
Scholes, A V, GDipDramArt NIDA, MA NSW, BA GradDipEd MitchellCAE
Van Heekeren, B, BA GradDipMkt CSU

Associate Lecturers
Moises, R R, DipPublicRelations GradCertPR NSWTAFE, MA Deakin
Nankervis, K B, GradCertWrit TechnolSyd, BA MitchellCAE
†Van Heekeren, M A, BA MitchellCAE

Media Technical Officer
Glen, P A, BA CSU

Radio News Supervisor
†Bloomfield, R C

Senior Technical Officers
Clulow, G W
Sweetnam, G B

Theatre Technical Officer
Shed, K S, BCA Wgong

Administrative Officer
Pascoe, V R

School Secretary
†Merton, W J

School of Humanities & Social Sciences

Head of School
Molloy, Associate Professor F C, BA Belfast, MA Syd, PhD NUI

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Bevan, C, DipPublicAdmin Exe, BA RiverinaMurrayHE, GDipComDev PhillipIT, MSocSc CSU
Boadle, D G, BA(Hons) MA(Hons) Syd, MLitt Cantab
Collingridge, M J, DipContEd NE, LLB Brist

Adjunct Lecturers
Connors, J R, BA DipEd MLitt NE, MA Qld
Duncombe, R H, BA BSW Melb, MSWAP Qld
Goodear, M J, BBehavSc MBehavSc LaTrobe
Kelly, B M, DipT CathTeachColl, BA NSW

Professors
Alston, M M, BSocStud Syd, MLitt NE, PhD NSW, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayHE, MAASW
†Weckert, J C, DipCompSc MA LaTrobe, BA Adel, PhD Melb, MACS

Associate Professors
Gray, I W, BA Macq, GDipRecPlan CanberraCAE, MA PhD ANU
Pawar, M S, BA Karn, MA TatalinstSocScis, PhD JMI
Thompson, A P, BA(Hons) York(Can), MA PhD WOnt, MAPS

Senior Lecturers
Alexandra, A, BA MA Melb, BPhil Oxon
Anscombe, A W, DipTh AustColTheol, BSocStud Syd, GDipMan CapricorniaLAE, MSocSc CSU, MAASW
Bowles, W L, BSW PhD NSW
†Collingridge, M J, DipContEd NE, LLB Brist
Gilbey, D E, DipEd STC, MA(Hons) Syd
Matthews, S C, BA(Hons) PhD Monash
Maybery, D J, BA BSc(Hons) Deakin, PhD JamesCook
McKinnon, J G, BSW NSW, MSocWk CSU
McLean, D A, BA PhD Syd, BA(Hons) MA Monash, BPhil DPhil Oxon
Staples, M A, DipLC Siena, BA PhD Syd
†Wilson, R L, BSci(Hons) DipEd MED Belfast

Lecturers
Barber, N G, BA RiverinaMurrayHE, MChild&AdolesWelf CSU
Barton, H M, BA BSoCwk GradCertBusAdmin MHumanServMgt CSU, AASW
†Bell, K J, BA LaTrobe, BSW Melb
†Blacklow, N M, BA PhD CSU
Boxall, D J, BBehavSc(Hons) PhD LaTrobe
Chittleborough, P, BA(Hons) PhD Adel
Cumes, G M, BA NE, LLB Syd, LLM NSW
Ferrari, C E, BA(Hons) PhD Monash
Giorgias, D, BA(Hons) Flin, GradCertHigherEd PhD ANU
Hodgins, G A, PhD Melb, BA(Hons) CSU
Lemmon, A J, MA Aberd, MSocSc CSU
Luc, M J, BA BA(Comm) Griff, BA(Hons) Qld, PGCE Cantab, MA Nott
Macklin, M A, BA RiverinaMurrayHE, MSocSc CSU
Mason, R A, DipEd BA BSoCwk PhD Melb
Moore, E G, BSW LaTrobe, BSoCSc NE, MA NSW, MLegalStudies TechnolSyd
Muenstermann, I K, BA(Hons) Adel, PhD Flin
Osburn, L G, BSW NSW, DipTentEd PhD NE
Overton, N G, DipArt&Design MFA Wk, PhD CSU
Patrick, K J, BAppSc PhillipIT, BAppSc(Hons) GradDipPsychStud PhD Deakin
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Ragusa, A T, BA(Hons) StFrancis, MSc PhD VPI&State
Segal, A P M, BA WAust, PhD Cantab
Shankar, J, MPhil NIMHANS, MA TatalInstSocScis, PhD Syd
Taylor, A T, BA PhD Syd
Whitford, T A, MA Macq, BA GradDipEd PhD CSturt
Wood, S G, DipT Syd, PhD RMIT, MA CSturt
Wyatt, D L, BA PhD Flor

**Associate Lecturer**
Cohen, D B, BA(Hons) Monash

**Liaison Officer, Field Education**
Lawler, C K

**School Administrative Officers**
Cox, A F W, BBus CSturt
Ward, R J, BA GradDipEd CSturt

**School of Policing Studies**

**Head of School**
Woolston, Associate Professor R, MEd TechnolSyd, BSoSc CSturt

**Associate Professor**
Layton, C A, BA UnivCollWales, MEd PhD TechnolSyd, FHERDSA

**Senior Lecturers**
Cartner, G A, BA QLD, MEd St Qld
Guy, A B, BAdEd Canberra, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MEd CSturt
Wooden, K R, B Policing GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MSocSc CSturt

**Lecturers**
Aspland, D P, MPubPol CSturt
Barkowski, I, PhD Paris
Bird, G, ADipT MEd Hull
†Bushell, C
Campbell, M P, BEd GradCertPhysics GradCertReligEd AustCath, MEd Syd, MAC
Corbo Crehan, A E, PhD Melb
†Edlington, B S, BAdEd MA TechnolSyd
†Ivanoff, P G, GradCertPolMgt CSturt
†Leahy, F E, BA Syd, LLM(Hons) Bond
Lee, M J, LLB TechnolSyd
Loves, M F, GradCertPubSectMgt Griff, BSocSc CSturt
Nixon, J D, DipTeach Kuring-gaiCAE, BAdEd TechnolSyd
Poultney, B F, AssocDipCommunityStud MacarthurHE, GradCertMgt Wgong, BSocSc MPubPol&Admin CSturt, AIMM
†Shipton, B L, MEd TechnolSyd
†Summers, L F, BA CSturt

**Associate Lecturers**
Comino, P, DipCouns&Psychotherapy AustCollAppPsych, AssocDipAppPol CSturt
Davies, A J, CertIVWorkTrain IllawarraIT, BA JamesCook, GradDipAdmin CanberraCAE, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Hickman, P J, GradCertMgt Macq, MPubPol&Admin CSturt
McCoy, B, B Policing BPolicing(Invest) CSturt
Potter, J C
Rogers, T J, LLB GradDipPubLaw ANU, GradCertSecMgt ECowan
Williams, G J

**Executive Officer**
Rooker, J, BBus ChisholmIT, GDipBus Monash

**Administrative Assistant**
Grady, E G, AssocDipAppSc CanberraIT

**Secretary/Admin Assistant**
Thrower, E G

**School of Social Sciences & Liberal Studies**

**Head of School**
Ritter, Associate Professor A L, BA(Hons) WAust, DipEd MA(Hons) NE, PhD Syd, FHERDSA

**Adjunct Professor**
Kanarakis, G, BA PhD Athens, MA Indiana, HonDLitt CSturt

**Adjunct Senior Lecturers**
Beauchamp, C, DMA LocalGovExamBoard(UK), BSc(Econ) MSc Lond, GradDipMgt CapricorniaAE, GDipEd SAustCAE, PhD NSW
Mclachlan, R C D, MA Alta, PhD ANU

**Adjunct Lecturer**
Franks, W E, BA Syd, MEd Birm, MLitt NE

**Professors**
Bradley, B S, MA Oxon, PhD Edin, MAPS, MBPsS
†Lupton, D A, BA LitB ANU, MPH PhD Syd
Thomson, D M, BA Melb, LLB Monash, MA PhD Tor, FAPS
**Associate Professors**
Kiernan, M J, BSc MPsychoh(Phon) PhD NSW, BTh SydneyTheologicalColl
Tyson, G A, MSc Ntal, PhD Wits, MAPS

**Senior Lecturers**
Jennett, C, BA PhD NSW, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSU
Mallard, D, BSc PhD NSW
Murrell, E R, BSc(Phon) MPsychoh(Phon) NSW, MAACBT, MAPS
Wallace, J E, BA Melb, DPhil Oxon

**Lecturers**
Amberry, D A, BSocSc PhD WSyd
Arculii, J A, BA(Hons) PhD Macq
Buckingham, R M, BA Cant, MA(Hons) Auck, PhD Syd
Bull, D W, BA BA(Hons) MA Wellington
†Dryer, M R O, BSc(Hons) PhD Auck
Gibson, R J, BA LLB Sydney, Solicitor(N.S.W.)
Harris, J B, BA BA(Hons) PhD Newcastle(NSW)

**Associate Lecturers**
Douglass, E, BPsych(Hons) CSU
Gullifer, J M, BPsych(Hons) CSU
Hiramatsu, I, BPsych(Hons) CSU

**Administrative Officers**
Garrett, S M, BPsych(Hons) CSU
Hogan, V M, AdvCertPersMgt NSW TAFE, BA CSU

**Technial Officers**
†Castillo, P A, BScSc(Hons) CSU
†Forman, P I, BSc NSW, GDipEd Kuring-gaiCAE, GradDiplInfoSys MitchellCAE

**Secretary/Admin Assistant**
Montgomerie, J J

---

**School of Theology**

**Head of School, Director, St Mark’s National Theological Centre, Canberra**
Frame, Associate Professor T R, BA(Hons) NSW, DipEd Melb, MTh SCD, MA(Hons) Kent, PhD NSW

**Associate Head of School, Acting Principal, United Theological College, Parramatta**
Pearson, Associate Professor C, BA(Hons) BD Otago, PhD Cantab

**Biblical Scholar**

**Associate Professor**

**Research Fellows**

**Senior Lecturers**

**Lecturers**

**Administrative Officers**

**Secretary/Admin Assistant**

---
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Monro, A, BA Qld, BTh BCT, MLitt(Hons) Deakin, PhD Griff
Parker, E A, BA Avondale, MA Andrews, BED St Qld, MA LaTrobe, PhD Newcastle
Pocock, P G, BA UNE, BTh CSturt, MM DMA Southern California
Rebolledo, J F, BTh GDipMin Tabor, BTh CSU, GradCertEdMgt NE, MED SQue
Rodger, L M, MA Syd, MA Prin
Thomson, H J, BSW NSW, MTh SCD, PhD CSU
Willsner, D M, BA,AppSc BallaratCAE, BA(Hons) Newcastle, BD MCD, PhD Newcastle

Associate Lecturers
Allan, K, BA Monash, BTh CSU, MDiv(Hons) MCD, MMin CSU
Beresford, M, BTh CCT, MMin CSU
Bongers, P R N, BSoC Wk MSoC Wk(Research) Qld
Budd, C, BA Syd, DMin SFTS
Byford, E C, BSc(Hons) ANU, BD MCD, MA Chicago, PhD Manchester
Carroll, Sef, BTh SCD, MTh(Hons) SCD
Carroll, Stephen, MA Deakin, GradDipPastCouns CSU
Casey, K, BTh SCD, MTh SC
Ceramidas, D M, BA NSW, MA(Couns) Canberra, GradDipAdolMentHlth NSW InstPsych
Cleary, J, BA Natal, BD Meib, DipEd CCAE, MTh RPU, MA NSA
Cohen, J, TeachC Newcastle, BA UNE, MED Saskatchewan, PhD Ohio State, ACP Preceptors, GradDipL&S RMIHE, MLitt UNE, BD MCD, MA South Australia, MRelEd ACU
Craig-Emilisen, C, BA(Hons) Syd, GradCertCouns Inst Couns
Cullen, H V, BA Meib, DipEd Meib, BD Monash, MED CaribCAE, BTh ACT, DiplMin ACT
Dicker, G, BA(Sydney) BD(Hons) Syd, ThM MCD, ThD UnionThSeminary, NY, DTh Honors Causa SCD
Douglas, B, DipTeach BA(Hons) Macq, BD MeibCollDivinity, MTh(Hons) CSU, PhD Newcastle
Driver, J W, ThL ThSchol ACT, MTh SCD
Grocott, K, BTh Tabor, BTh(Hons) CSU
Harris, J, BA Macq, ThD ACT
Hills, M, BA NSW, BD Syd, GradDipEdRE BCAE, MED Newcastle, PhD Newcastle
Holt, J, DipTech(Primary) NSW, BD(Hons) Moore
Knowles, J J S, BA ANU, GradDipEd WACAE, BEd Deakin, MED Administration
Ledger, C, BSc(Hons) ANU, BSc(Hons) Murdoch, MSc Soc NSW, PhD CSU
Llewellyn, P, BA(Hons) Macq, BD MCD, GDIpEd Canberra, GradDipPastCouns CSU
Mathews, J, BA AppSc Lincoln, BD IntBaptistThSem, MRelSt(Hons) Cape Town
McNamara, L J, STL Gregorian University, Milt Oxon, PhD Adel
Meyer, O S, BA BTh LTh MTh DTh Stellenbosh
Millikan, D H, BD MCD, BA Monash, PhD Fuller TheolSem
Morrison-Bannerman, A, BA ANU, GradDipLib CanibCAE, GDIpPastCouns MA Canberra
Morgan, B K, DipTeach BEd WSyd, DipBibStd DipArts(Theol) BTh Moore, GradDiplAdultEd MED PhD UTS
Palmer, D, BTh CaribCollTh, MTh CSU
Parker, G R, BA BSc(Psychology) BSc(Hons) PhD Newcastle
Purnell, D J, BA WaAust, DMin SFTS
Reid, S, BA(Hons) Syd, PhD Syd, MA Oxon, PhD Macq
Rodger, C H, BA BSc Syd, BTh SCD, ThM Prin
Short, M, BCom NSW BTh ACT, PhD Dunelm
Thompson, R D, ThL ACT, GradDipEd SCAE, MA SRelReginaColl, DMin FullerTheolSem
Varcoe, G, BA Syd, BD(Hons), DLitStudies MCD
White, J D, BSc DipEd Med Meib, DipTh ACT, GradDipAgeingPastStuds CSU
White, J R, BCom UNSW, BTh SCD
Willsner, J, BD MCD, BSc MAAppEthic Newcastle
Withercombe, S M, BA Syd, MA NSW
Wright, I A, BSc Syd, BTh ACT, MTh SCD
Yang, M D, BTh SCD, MA Syd, DMin SFTS

Pacific Theological College
Ernst, M, Diplom-Poetologe, DPhil Hamburg
Havea, T K, BA TexWesColl, MDiv, MTS SMU, PhD Sheffield
Nokise, U F, BA Vic(Wellington), BD, MTh Otago, PhD ANU
Po’e, A T, DipTh UnisthPacific, MDiv PSR, SMT Yale, MA, PhD Vanderbilt
Press, M C V S, DTheol Heidelberg
Solomone, K A, MA CathUniAm, STL, PhD Louvain
Urami, K, B D, MTh FTC, MA, PhD ANU

School of Visual & Performing Arts

Head of School
Green, D L, DesRC A RCA

Associate Professor
Keen, A J, BA Newcastle(UK), MA DEd RMIT, FCSD

Senior Lecturers
Agzarian, M, DipArt RiverinaCAE
Wicks, D B, DipArt VCA

Lecturers
Gater, B, BA CSturt
Hagan, A P, BA(BA(Hons)) CSU
Holcombe, J B, BA SydCollArts, GDipArt Newcastle(NSW)
Klabbere, J G, BA SydCollArts, DipEd GDIP Art Newcastle(NSW), PhD CSU
McNamara, P J, MA CS
Montgarrett, J D, DipT Melb, GDipEmbroidery RM
Pagan, S, DipGem GAGTL, Certified Jeweller Sw
Poynter, K P, DipArt VCA, MA CS
Ryan, P M, BA SydneyCAE, GDipDesign TechnoSyd
Sproule, P D, BA CS
Wain, A N, BA(Hons) Monash, PhD WS
Wall, M B, BA AppSc RM, MA Wits
Associate Lecturer
Candussso, D J, BA BA(FineArts) CS
Facilities Manager
Gordon, G J, DipT ArmidaleCAE, AssocDipVisArts BA CS
Technical Officers
Hawke, D M
Jones, J C, AssocDipCreativeArts RiverinaCAE, BA CS
Rowston, T T, GDipVisualArts ANU, AssocDipCreativeArts MitchellCAE
School Administrative Officer
Kendall, V D
Secretary/Administrative Assistant
†Flaskas, K L
Technical Assistant
McGarva, D A, DipIT RiverinaTA
Technical Support Officer
†Olsen, K D
Faculty of Business

Faculty Office

Dean of Faculty
Hicks, Professor J R L, BCom DipEd MA Melb, PhD Massey

Associate Dean
Walker, Associate Professor G A, DipEd MCom NSW, PhD Macq

Sub-Dean, Accounting
Heazlewood, Professor C T, BCom DipEd Melb, MEC Monash, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Sub-Dean, Graduate Training
Oczkowski, Professor E A, BEd PhD LaTrobe, MEC ANU

Sub-Dean, Information Technology
Atkinson, J S, BAappSc GordonIT, GDipComp Deakin, GDipEd HawthornIE, MinfSys CQld, PhD Monash

Sub-Dean, International Business
Heazlewood, Professor C T, BCom DipEd Melb, MEC Monash, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Sub-Dean, International IT
Messing, Associate Professor J, BSc DipEd Syd, GradDipEdStud MitchellCAE, MEd(Hons) PhD CSTurt, MACE

Sub-Dean, International Research
Sharma, Associate Professor K K, PGdipMgt IMI, MEC TUNepal, PhD LaTrobe

Sub-Dean, IT (Industry Programs)
Altas, Associate Professor I, MSc PhD

Sub-Dean, Learning & Teaching
Kent, J M, BOccThy Qld, MCom Deakin, MAcc CSturt, FCPA

Emeritus Professor
Fatseas, V A, MCom NSW, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Adjunct Professors

Adjunct Associate Professors

Adjunct Senior Lecturers

Adjunct Lecturers
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Shukla, R, BSc Glas, BA OpenUK, MBA WSyd  
Simatos, I, DipLaw BA BBus Syd, GradDipVocEd&Train CSturt  
Smith, A N G, BLegS Macq, Barrister  
Stevens, T, BBus RMIT, MEd LaTrobe  
van Ree, B, AdvCertMgmt NSW TAFE, AssocDipRes&MatMgmt DipCivilEng Australian Army, MBA Preston(USA)

Professors  
Farrell, M A, BA(Hons) Warw, MSc Manc, PhD Monash  
Jarratt, D G, BPharm Syd, MCom(Hons) NSW, PhD NE  
O’Brien, P J  

Associate Professor  
Sharma, K K, PGDipMgmt IMI, MEd TUNEsp, PhD LaTrobe  

Executive Officer  
Cooper, M D, BA GradCertTESOL CSturt, ATEM  

Programmer  
†Thompson, J N, BInfTech CSturt  

Coordinator, Postgraduate Programs  
Wong, J W S, BBus GradCertBusAdmin MBA CSturt, AIMM  

Program Supervisor  
Knox, J M  

Research Assistant  
†Sappey, R B, BEc(Hons) Syd, MSc Lond, PhD Qld

International School of Business

Head of School  
Fish, Professor A J, BBus Kuring-gai CAE, MCom(Hons) NSW, PhD Syd, AFAHRI

Adjunct Lecturers  
Caroccia, A, DipEd Monash, BA Melb, GradDipAcct Deakin  
Chan, M S S  
Kaur, J, LLM Keongsaan  

Professor  
Heazlewood, C T, BCom DipEd Melb, MEd Monash, FCA(NZ), FCPA  

Associate Professor  
Messing, J, BSc DipEd Syd, GradDipEdStud MitchellCAE, MEd(Hons) PhD CSturt, MACE  

Lecturers  
Bush, A F, BBus MEd CSturt, HERDSAM, MAIB, MAITD, TESOL Arabia  
Herriot, R G, MBA DBA SCross  
Jarratt, A G, BSc DipEd Syd, MCom NSW, AAMI, IAIM, MAITD  
Ramudu, B, BCom Madr, MCom MPhil PhD Annam  

Executive Officer  
Scully, R J, ADipHealthAdmin MitchellCAE  

Executive Assistant  
Masters, J  

Administrative Officer  
Bennett, A

School of Accounting & Computer Science

Head of School  
Wilson, Associate Professor R H, DipFinMgmt BAgEc GradDipTertiaryEd MEd NE, ASA

Adjunct Professor  
Kim, D, BE Kwangwoon, ME Yonsel, PhD Suwon  

Adjunct Senior Lecturer  
Lee, S, BEng PhD Kwangwoon, ME Hanyang  

Professor  
Bossonmaier, T R J, BA Cantab, MSc PhD EAnglia, MACM  

Associate Professors  
Bisman, J E, MEd NE, BBus MitchellCAE, PhD CSSturt, CA, FCPA  
Gao, J, BSc MSc HUST, PhD DUT  

Senior Lecturers  
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW, MACS, PCP  
Lodge, K W, BSc Syd, MSc PhD NE  
Nesbitt, K V, DipTechAnalysis ATAA, BMath MComp Newcastle(NSW), DPhil Syd, MIEE  
Plummer, K S, BA MA MEd Macq, GradDipEd STC, CA  
Tien, D D, BSc Heilungjiang, MSc Chinese Science Academy, MSc Ohio State, PhD MIEE  
Wilkins, K J, BSc MA NSW, MEd Syd  

Lecturers  
Britton, E A, MPET Deakin, BBus GradDipVocEd&Train CSturt, ACIS, PNA  
Chopping, E G, DipT STC, BA NE, GradDipEdStud MitchellCAE  
Crofts, K R, GradCertPubSectMgmt MEd Macq, BBus MitchellCAE, GradDiplInfoSys CSturt, CA, MAIS  
Curry, B J, BSc MA Syd, MCompSc NSW  
Goela, N, BCom(Hons) MCom MPhil Delhi, FCA(India)  
Gray, P N, BA LLB Melb, LLM Syd  
Kemp, M C, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd
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Menchin, M A, BA LLB GradDipPubLaw ANU
Nel, J C, BA OFS, LLB LLM UNISA, GDipTax Johannesburg, GDipPLEAT Qld
Toner, J L, DipLaw LPA, GradDipLegalPrac TechnolSyd, LLM Macq
Tulip, J R, BSc ANU, GDipCompSt CanberraCAE
Withney, N W, BSc DipEd Monash, GDipComp BendigoCAE, MInfSys Qld
Wood, R J, MSc TechnolSyd, DipT MitchellCAE, BAppSc CSTurt
Xu, Y, BEng NSW, PhD TechnolSyd

Associate Lecturers
Baines, W E, BCom GradDipEd NSW, MCom CSTurt, CA
Berter, A M, BInfoTech(Hons) CSTurt
Blackmore, K L, BInfTech CSTurt
Davis, N M, BBus MCom CSTurt
Muntean, D A, BBus CSTurt
†Nunn-Clark, K S, BA Wash, BInfoTech CSTurt
Pawsey, N L, BBus CSTurt

Administrative Assistant
Leeder, C E

School of Business & Information Technology

Head of School
O’Mullane, Associate Professor M J, DipUrban&RegPlanning BEd MEd(Hons) NE, BA DipEd Newcastle(NSW), PhD Wgong, MACE

Senior Lecturers
Akinson, J S, BAppSc GordonIT, GDipComp Deakin, GDipEd HawthornE, MInfSys CQld, PhD Monash
Robbins, W M, BEd(Hons) MEd Monash, PhD NSW, IRSNSW
Rose, G C, BCom MInfSyd, MInfSys NE, PhD Monash, FCPA

Lecturers
Ash, J K, DipMechEng BendigoCAE, BE(Hons) Monash, DipEd StateCol/Vic, MInfSys CQld, ADipComp RiverinaMurrayHE, MACS(PCP)
Bhattacharya, M, BTech Kakatiya, GDipCompApp MTech BT Mesra, MACM, MIEEE
Coghlan, I A, BCom NSW, MAppSc Melb, AFAMI
Grigg, K M, BCom Newcastle(NSW)
Harris, I E, LLB Deakin, BLitt NE, BA BCom MGS NSW, PhD Melb, CPA
McGrath, D M, BEd ANU, MCom LaTrobe, FCPA
Petke, S P, GDipMktMgt CQld, MInfSys NE, BBus RiverinaMurrayHE, CPA
Williams, A L, BBus SCross, BBus SwinburneUT, GDipHosp&Tourism FootscrayT
Yea, S W, BA(Hons) PhD Monash

Associate Lecturers
Bevacqua, G V, CertIVAssess&WorkTrain WodongaTAFE, BCom LLB(Hons) Melb
Lawrence, J E, ADipComp Newcastle(NSW), BA GradDipGIS&RemoteSens CSTurt
Murphy, D T, BBus CSTurt
†Turner, H E, BBus CSTurt, CPA
Whiting, B C, BBus ChisholmIT

School Administrative Officer
Livermore, G S

Associate Lecturers
Bevacqua, G V, CertIVAssess&WorkTrain WodongaTAFE, BCom LLB(Hons) Melb

School of Commerce

Head of School
Macklin, Associate Professor R B, BCom NSW, MCom(Hons) Wgong, PhD CSTurt

Professors
Ocztowski, E A, BEc PhD LaTrobe, MEC ANU
†Smith, Professor A, PGCE Oxon, MBA Aston, MA Cantab, PhD Tas

Associate Professor
Bamberry, G, DipPublicAdmin BA Qld, MA Sus, PhD NSW

Senior Lecturers
Ardagh, D W, DipEd Edin, MA Windsor, MA(Hons) SAnd, PhD Wash
Deele, C M, BA Brst, GDipEd SydneyCAE, MBA Melb
Kent, J M, BOccThy Qld, MCom Deakin, MAcc CSTurt, FCPA
†Smis, M A, MCom(Hons) Deakin, BBus RiverinaCAE, CPA

Lecturers
Bandara, Y M W Y, BA MBA Sri Jay, GradDipEcvDev MA Colombo, PhD Qld
Couper, N J, LLB NWIT, Med CanberraCAE, LLM Deakin
Ewang, F N, LLM Wits, PhD Adel
Farrell, M C, ProfDip(HRM) HKPoly, MBA NE, BBus CSTurt
Fromholtz, M A, BA Griff, MBA Liv, BBus RiverinaMurrayHE, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSTurt
Geyer, D M, BA Macq, MAcc CSTurt, CPA
Guild, W G, BA LLB NSW, LLM Synd
James, K E, BCom(Hons) MAcc WAust, PhD Curtin
Kharabsheh, R A, BSc Yarmouk, MBA PhD CSTurt
Kidane, H, BSc Mak, MSc Nair, PhD Hannover
Kong, E, BA(Hons) Sund, PGDipTrain Leic, MSc Paisley, MA Mathews, P J, DipBusAdmin MA MBS Massey, EdD CSturt McKenzie, N J, BA GDipProfAcc CanberraCAE, CPA Nathan, P, BE(Hons) Liv, MBA Strath, PhD Brunel Sharkie, R E, BCom Melb, GradDipVocEd&Train MBA MEd CSturt, FCPA Swann, M J, MEd Monash Walsh, M D, LLB MSc Lond, BEd DipEd Syd

**Associate Lecturers**
Dyki, M P, BEd Flin, GradCertBus GradDipCom MBus SAust Jenkins, S N, BBus Scross, MHRM CSTurt, CAHRI Sujan, A I S, BBA NorthSouth, BCom(Hons) Macq, MPA WSyd

**Course Administrative Officer**
Wakem, A M M

**Executive Assistant**
Hall, D M

---

**School of Computing & Mathematics**

**Head of School**
Altas, Associate Professor I, MSc METU, PhD Sask

**Adjunct Research Fellow**
Emest, A D, DipEd BSc(Hons) Syd, MSc PhD NE

**Associate Professor**
Louis, J P, BSc PhD NSW, FAMS

**Senior Lecturers**
Al-Saggaf, Y M, BE(Hons) I.I.U. Malaysia, MInfotech PhD CSturt, MACS Dean, A F, ME(Litt) NE, PhD Wgong, BEd RiverinaCAE

**Lecturers**
Adams, P D C, BA GradDipMgt Deakin, AssocDipAppSc RiverinaMurray/IHE, MBA CSTurt Adamson, P L, BSc Syd, MSc Lond, MSc Manc Buckley, S R, DipTech BAppSc TechnolSyd, MSc Deakin, MLlISI Qld Burmeister, O K, DipMin BTh(Hons) AustColTheol, BAppSc MInfotech SwinburneUT Chan, A H, MEd Deakin, MIEEE Chartlon, P R, BMath BMath(Hons) PhD Newcastle(NSW) Cullis, K L, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MLlIT NE Eustace, K N, BSc ANU, GDipEd Kuring-gaiCAE, MA Paideia, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurray/IHE Fellows, G H, ADipComp RiverinaCAE, BAppSc RiverinaMurray/IHE, MInfotech CSTurt, MACS Howarth, J P, BInfotech(Hons) CSTurt Lang, T, MSc Linz, PhD SAust Mather, K A, BA Lond, GDiplInfoServ MBus RMIT, MACS Miller, D H, BSc NE, DipEd WAust, GradDipGIS&RemoteSens CSTurt, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurray/IHE, MACS Roy, P E, BAppSc RMIT Stow, E H, BSc GDipCompSc GDiplib Tas, MInfotech CSTurt Thomas, K A, BSc Syd, BAppSc(Hons) DipEd CSTurt Viera, F, MEngSc PhD NSW

**Administrative Officer**
Adams, C M A
School of Marketing & Management

Head of School
Walker, Associate Professor G A, DipEd MCom NSW, PhD Macq

Associate Head of School
O’Neill, G C, BA(Hons) PhD NSW, PGDipMgt Macq

Visiting Professor
Collins, J, BEc(Hons) MEC Syd, PhD Wgong

Adjunct Professors
Buerki, L, LicPhilNat PhD Bern, MSc&Tech Compi¶gne, MBA MIT
Fayed, R, BSc MSc PhD Macq
Fiedler, M R G, DipFinPlan Deakin, BCom MCom Melb, PhD Qld, FALL, FCESA, FCIM, FCIS, FCAPA, SIA
Jakobi, R
Selby Smith, C, BA(Hons) Melb, DPhil Oxon

Adjunct Associate Professor
Williams, J F, MCom(Hons) NSW, FCPA

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Kraus, P, MA Chic, MSc PhD ETHZ
Sappey, R B, BEc(Hons) Sydney, MSc London, PhD Qld
Williams, J E M, BA(Hons) Wales, PGDiplAdmin Bath, PhD Plym

Adjunct Lecturers
Blagojevic, S, BEc Zagreb, MBA Qld
Covington, C, AA ARC, MBA Auck, AAIM, AIMM
Houterman, B, BSc Mass, MBA Boston, MA NorthEastern
Lesser, S J, MAAppFin Macq, BBus CSTurt
Mahinder, S, BA Bangalore, MHRM Macq
Mashman, A I, BBus MBus CSTurt
McKenzie, C, DipEd EdD Monash, BSc(Hons) MSc Brit
Simpson, A, BA LLB LLM Monash
Tey’s, M J, LLB QldUT
Turnbull, D, BSc Syd

Adjunct Administrator
Seale, A, BEc(EarlyChild) Macq

Associate Professor
Morrison, M D, BEc Macq, PhD NSW

Senior Lecturers
Basu, P K, BA(Hons) MA Calcutta, PhD Bombay
Heffernan, T W, MCom NSW, BBus GradDipEd DBA CSTurt
Krivokapic-Skoko, B, MA Belgrade, PhD Lincoln(NZ)
Murphy, T A, BEc NE, MSc Lanc
O’Neill, G C, BA(Hons) PhD NSW, PGDipMgt Macq
Watson, G K, BRurSc(Hons) MEC NE, GDipAg HawkesburyAgColl, PhD Stell

Lecturers
Bone, Z, AssocDipAsianStud DDIAE, BA GradDipEd NSW, MEd SCross
†Braithwaite, I, ADipBusMgt NorthernRiversCAE, DipAppSc HawkesburyAgColl, GradCertHigherEd NSW, MA Lanc
Duncan, R G, LLB BEc(Hons) ANU, BSc(Hons) NSW, PhD Stan, PhD TechnolSyd
Frost, M A, BEc NE, MAAppSc WSyd
Keogh, D, MAAppFin Macq, BAppSc CSTurt, BBus MitchellCAE, AAIB
Lynch, J M, BAgSc Qld, GDipEd MEC NE
McMullen, C M, BCom GradCertHigherEd NSW
†Sappey, J R, MBus QldUT, PhD Griff, DipT BA MitchellCAE
Siemionow, V, BA CanberraCAE, MBA Adel
Skoko, H, BBusSc Podgorica, MSc DScience Belgrade, MCom Lincoln(NZ)
Tierny, R L, PhD Macq
Wong, A H, BCom MFM Qld, CFP, FRM

Associate Lecturers
†Harre, M S, BSc MSc(Hons) Auck
Small, F A, BA Sydney, BBus(Hons) GradDipEd CSTurt

Research Assistant
†Foundling, M M, BScSci MBA CSTurt

School Administrative Officers
Pendarakis, J K
Porter, J

Professional Development Unit

Adjunct Lecturers
Bourke, D, BEd StateCollVic, MPA WFlor, DBA RMIT, FAHRI, FAIM, MIMC
Gerstmeier, S, BSc Nata, MBA WSyd
Glentiner, N, DipTextileChem GordonIT, DipRetailStud Monash, GradDipAppPolySc ChisholmIT, GradDipOHS Newcastle(NSW)
Haughey, P, BAppSc MBA NSWIT, GradDipAdultEd TechnolSyd
Lacroix, M J, DipMktMgt GradCertMgtComm North Coast TAFE, BA Victoria, GradCertMgt CSturt Coordinator/Lecturer
Bradbery, P J, GradDipEd SAustCAE, BSc MBA NSW, DipEd MitchellCAE
Faculty of Education

Faculty Office

Dean of Faculty
Downes, Professor T I, BEd Syd, MEd Tor, PhD WSyd

Associate Dean
Reid, Professor J, BEd PhD Deakin, BA DipEd Qld, GradCertEd Ballarat

Sub-Dean, Graduate Studies
Sumison, Professor J J, GDipEd STC, BEd MEd PhD Syd

Sub-Dean, Learning & Teaching
Lets, W J, BA BatesColl, PhD Delaware

Sub-Dean, Professional Experience
Hastings, W J, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MEd(Hons) CSturt

Sub-Dean, Quality Assurance
Hemmings, B C, BEd Syd, MEdSt Newcastle(NSW), PhD NSW

Sub-Dean, Research & Scholarship
Green, Professor W C, BA(Hons) DipEd WAust, MPhil PhD Murd

Emeritus Professors
Braggett, E J, BA DipEd NE, MA NSW, MEd Syd, PhD Newcastle(NSW), FACE
Meyenn, R J, AdvDipEd MEd Brst, PhD Aston

Adjunct Professors
Laughlin, A, DipEd BSc MEd Syd, MedAdmin PhD NSW
Meyenn, R J, AdvDipEd MEd Brst, PhD Aston

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Eyre, G D, BA Leeds, PhD Sheff
Reid-Smith, E R, DipAdultEd BA MEd Manic, MedAdmin PhD NE, MBus RMIT, EdD Syd, FCLIP

Adjunct Lecturers
Adler, J, BA(Hons) McMaster, MSc Niagara
Brown, T, BEd WOnt, BA York(Can), MEd Brock
Dickinson, L P, DipChildStud EdM Ed Tor
Fraser, C, BA McMaster, BEd Tor, MEd Brock
Higgins, S, BA MLibSc Ariz, PhD FlorState
Marshall, M, BA Qu, BEd Windsor
Popp, M, BA StLawrence, BEd York(Can), MEd Brock
Turner, S, BA MA WOnt, MLS Tor

Executive Officer
Kowalski, H M, BBus MitchellCAE

Centre for Indigenous Education

Director, Indigenous Studies
Ship, G W B, BA ANU

Murray School of Education

Head of School
Hard, Associate Professor L M, DipT MelbourneCAE, BEd SAustCAE, MEd DEd QldUT

Lecturers
DeJean, W F, BEd San Diego
Knipe, S, MEd Deakin, EdD LaTrobe, DipArt GDipEd RiverinaCAE
Mackenzie, N M, BEd MEd DEd LaTrobe, DipTeach RiverinaCAE
Munday, J R, DipMus MelbbaConstMusic, ATCL TrinityCollLond, GradDipArtsEd PhillipIT, GradDipEd VCA, MA CSturt
Ortlipp, M, DipT StateCollVic, BEd PhD Melb
Rafferty, J, DipT SignColl, GDipAppSc ECowan, MEd AustCath
Smith, W M, DipT SydKindergartenColl, BEd MEd JamesCook
Taffe, R, DipT NorthernRiversCAE, BA NE, MEd PhD Syd

Associate Lecturers
Campbell, H M, ADipAppSocScChild Care WorongTAFE, BEd Melb
Logan, H A, DipT BEd NewcastleCAE, GDipTESOL Deakin, GradDipSpecEd Melb

Research Assistant
†Greenhill, J C, DipT GradDip Religious Ed BendigoCAE

School of Education

Head of School
Lowrie, Professor T J, DipT MEd Wgong, PhD Newcastle(NSW)

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Bannister, R S, DipMusEd NewcastleTeachColl, BA NE, MA Case Western Resv.Uni, PhD Deakin, ARCM, LTCL
Kay, R W, MLitt MA(Hons) NE

Adjunct Lecturers
Clancy, S D, BA MLitt NE
Halliwell, N, DipEd NSW, MHRM CSturt
Kell, G R, DipTrain&AssessSys WSydneyTAFE, DipTech BEd TechnolSyd, GradCertTESOL AustCath, MEdAdmin NSW, MAITD, MSIA
Lee, M J W, DipIT Ballarat, DipBus Charles Darwin, DipTrain&Assess Melb, AdvDipIT NSW/TAFE, MininfoTech CSturt, AALIA(CS), AIMM, AMAMI, FSBT, MACE, MACEL, MACM, MACS, MAECT, MAES, MAHR, MAITD, MASCILITE, MASTD, MCES, MIET, MODLAA, SMIEEE
Maio, N, BA Macq, MEdAdmin NSW
Scott, J E, BSc NSW, DipEd NE, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayIHE, MAAppSc CSturt, MACS

Professor
Kenmis, S D, BA Syd, EdM PhD Ill

Associate Professors
Francis, Associate Professor R G, BAgriSc DipEd STC, PhD Sydney
Smith, E, BA Keele, MA Lond, PhD TechnolSyd, GradDipVocEd&Train MBus CSturt

Senior Lecturers
Bolton, C R, BEd(Hons) Deakin, BSc GradCertEd Melb Syd, PhD JamesCook
Brennan Kenmis, R E, BA(Hons) Macq, DipReadLang RiverinaCAE, MEd CSturt
Cocklin, R B, DipT ChristchurchTC, BEd MPhil PhD Massey, BSc Otago
Dalgarno, B J, BSc ANU, GDipEd MAAppSc Canberra, PhD Wgong
Grootenboer, P J, Ded Waik
Hemmings, B C, BEd Syd, MAITD Newcastle(NSW), PhD NSW
Lambert, E B, DipT MelbInstTeachColl, BA Melb, GDipTESOL SAusIT, GDipAdvEdStud StateCollVIC, MEd LaTrobe
Rushbrook, P W J, BA(Hons) DipEd LaTrobe, MAITD PhD Monash
Wallace, A R, BA DipEd NSW, MLitt NE, GDipComp PhD CSturt

Lecturers
Comius-Randall, R E, BEd Syd, MEd CSturt
Croft-Piggin, L M, ATCL TrinityCollLond, BA(Hons) GDipEd NSW

Senior Lecturers
Edwards-Groves, C J, DipT InstCathEd, MPhil PhD Griffith, GradDipEdStud RiverinaMurrayIHE
Green, A M, DipT ChristchurchTC, BA Cant, MEd CSturt
Hardy, I J, GDipEd BA MEdAdmin Qld
Rawolle, S B P, BEd MEd Newcastle(NSW)
Reupert, A E, DipEd BA Melb, GradDipCounsPsych RMIT, PhD LaTrobe, MAPS
Russell, H M, DipTeach NorthernRiversCAE, BA Macq, GradCertHigherEd PhD TechnolSyd, GradDipEdStud Syd, MEd NSW
Smith, T J, DipT RiverinaCAE, BEd(Hons) CSturt
†Timma, H F, BEd MEd PhD Melb, GradDipEdAdmin HawthornIE
Wilkinson, J, BLitt(Hons) Deakin, BA(Hons) Monash, DipEd MelbourneStateColl, MA Melb
Williams, P J, BA MEd NE
Woodcock, S, BA(Hons) Brightton, MEd Wgong

Associate Lecturers
†Armstrong, M J, DipTeach CSturt
Dean, C A, BT CSturt
Otsuka, S, BA MEd Well
Thompson, J M, BSocSc NE, GDipEd GradDipPsych WAusIT

Course Administrative Officer
Guilton, K R, BA CSturt

Research Assistant
†Logan, T M, BEd CSturt

School Administrative Officer
Rosser, A J

School of Human Movement Studies

Head of School
Marino, Associate Professor F, BPEd WAus, MEd Syd, PhD CSturt

Senior Lecturers
†Dionigi, R A, PhD Newcastle(NSW), BSocSc(Hons) CSturt
Gard, M J, BPE ACPE, MSportsSc NSW, PhD Wgong

Lecturers
Bird, S P, BHumanMvt(Hons) CSturt
Cannon, J, BSocSc GDipEd PhD CSturt
Clarke, D K, DipTeach AustCath, BEd MEd Wgong
Drinkwater, E J, BPE MPE Memorial, PhD Vic
Duffield, R J, BSc(Hons) PhD WAus
Micalos, P S, DipT ACPE, BPE WAus, GDipExerSportSc Cumb, MEd Syd
O'Flynn, G H, BEd(Hons) PhD Wgong
Podlog, L W, BA MA SimonFraser, PhD WAus
Woodruff, C A, DipPE WgongTC, MSc Oregon

Associate Lecturers
Barnblett, L C, BHumanMvt(Hons) BHumanMvt CSturt
Thomson, P M, BSocSc GDipEd CSturt

School Administrative Officer
Smith, D K

School of Information Studies
Head of School
Dillon, K W, BADipEd Macq, PhD QLD, GDipLib RiverinaCAE, Med(Hons) CSturt, AALIA

Adjunct Lecturer
New, J P, DipInforMgt NSW, BA(Hons) Syd, GDIAppSc MInfotech CSturt

Professor
Harvey, D R, DipNZLS NZLibrarySchool, BMus PhD Well, AFALIA, ANZLA

Senior Lecturers
Hider, P M, BSc(Hons) LSE, MLib UnivCollWales, PhD City, AALIA, FCLIP
Lloyd-Zantiotis, A, GradDipSocSc BA PhD NE, MAppSc CSturt, AALIA
McGregor, J H, MED Alta, PhD FlorState
Mills, J J, BAppSc WAustIT, MAIT NE, PhD CSturt, AALIA
Sanders, R F, DipNZLS NZLibrarySchool, BA Cant, MA SAustIT, AALIA, ANZLA
Williamson, C M, DipLib MelbourneStateColl, MLib Monash, PhD RMIT

Lecturers
Freeman, A T, DipT ArmidaleCAE, BEd CanberraCAE, Med NE, ASLA
Hay, L A, BEd Ed Macq, MAppSc CSturt
Herring, J E, DipLib MA Strath, MA Edin
Lodge, D E, AssocDipAppSc TAFETasmania, BBus MBA RMIT, MAppSc CSturt, AALIA
Pym, R A, GradDipIM-Lib PhD NSW, MBA Deakin, BA MitchellCAE, AALIA
Wallis, J B, DipT MA Glas, MSc Strath, AALIA

Associate Lecturers
†Archibald, A L, DipEd BA Latrobe, GradDipEd Deakin

Administrative Officer
Jones, L F, BHos WSyd

Centre for Information Studies
Director
Ferguson, K S, PDIpLib RobertGordonIT, MPhil Glas, MA(Hons) Edin, PhD CSturt, AALIA

Administrative Officers
Halverson, S G, MEc
McNicol, M J

School of Teacher Education
Head of School
Thomas, Associate Professor N D, DipEd MSc NSW, PhD Macq

Associate Heads Of School
Francis, Associate Professor R G, BAgricSc DipEd STC, PhD Syd
Simpson, T M, BEdEd MEarlyChild Macq

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Allan, R C, DipRemT QLD, BA Newcastle(NSW), MLAIT NE

Adjunct Lecturer
Martello, J M, BPhil Newcastle(UK), Med Deakin, DEd WSyd, DipT MitchellCAE

Professors
Green, W C, BA(Hons) DipEd WAust, MPhil PhD Murd
Reid, J, BEd PhD Deakin, BA DipEd QLD, GradCredEd Ballarat
Sumison, J J, GDIpEd STC, BEd Ed PhD Ed

Associate Professors
McKinnon, D, BSc Glas, Med PhD Syd, DipEd MitchellCAE
McLeod, S L, BAppSc Cumb, MAppSc PhD Syd

Senior Lecturers
Bain, A, DipTeach BEd SAustCAE, MED Maine, DEd WMich
Harrison, L J, BSc(Hons) MSc McG, Med Syd, PhD Macq, DipT MitchellCAE
Letts, W J, BA BatesColl, PhD Delaware
Press, F L, BA MA NSW
Saltmarsh, B S, BA(Hons) PhD Macq
Simpson, T M, BAdEd MEarlyChild Macq
Wilson, P G, BA Macq, GDIPVisualArts Monash, MCA Wgong, DCA WSyd, DipT MitchellCAE

Lecturers
Bennet, M G, DipTeach RiverinaCAE, GradDipSpecEd MEd CSturt
Borg, T E, BAppSc NSWIT, GDIpEd MEd CSturt
Burgess, C A, DipTeach GuildSC, BA NE, Med WSyd
Crawford, L K, MEdSt SAust, DipT MitchellCAE, BEd CSturt
Cribb, M C K, MED CSturt
Daniel, G R, BEd SCross, Med(Hons) Mund, DipTeach MitchellCAE
Dengate, R W, BA DipEd Macq, Med(Hons) NE
Gaul, P W, BA MitchellCAE
Guilson, K N, BA GradDipEd Med(Hons) PhD Macq
Han, J, BA MA NENU, PhD WSyd
Hastings, W J, BSc Syd, GDIpEd STC, Med(Hons) CSturt
Hill, R J, BAppSc Med(Hons) NE, BA(Hons) Syd
Ireland, L A, DipTeach MitchellCAE, BEd MEd CSturt
Jones, P T, DipT NorthernRiversCAE, BEd WAustCAE, MA TechnolSyd, PhD NSW
Klopper, C J, HDE EdgewoodCollEd, BMus(Hons) MMus DMUS Pret
Lancaster, J A, GradDipEdStud MSpecEd WSyd
Leggett, M J, BTeach MEd TechnolSyd
McDonagh, S H, BEd MEd NE, PhD Oregon
McFarland, L, PhD Texas
Nicholas, Z S, DipTeach SydneyCAE, BEd Syd, MEd Wgong
Owens, K D, BA MEd Syd, TCert DeptEducationNSW, PhD Deakin
Page, J M, DipEd BA Macq, GradDipEdStud MEd CSturt
Parkes, R J, BEd(Hons) Syd, PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Pennell, B J, DipEd BA Syd, MA PhD Macq, MEd(Hons) WSyd
Pickford, S J, DipT BEd SturtCAE, GDipEd SAusCAE, MEdAdmin PhD Deakin
Wood, D M, DipT BEd MitchellCAE, GradDipEdStud MEd(Hons) CSturt
Zundans, L A, BA DipEd MA Macq, MEd Syd

Associate Lecturers
Danaia, L J, BEd(Hons) CSturt
†Edwards, K M, BEd BEd BTeach BTeach CSturt
Lord, A M, BTeach(EarlyChild) BEd(Hons) CSturt
Smith, M D, BEd CSturt

Research Assistant
Hutchesson, R C, DipTeach CSturt

Course Administrative Officer
Lanagan, J, BA Macq

School Administrative Officer
Marmion, J L

Administrative Assistants
Fletcher, D E
McCarthy, J A

Centre for Information Studies

Director
Ferguson, K S, PGDipLib RobertGordonIT, MPhil Glas, MA(Hons) Edin, PhD CSturt, AALIA

Administrative Officer
Halverson, S G, MEc Macq
## Faculty of Science

### Faculty Office

#### Dean of Faculty
Burton, Professor M A, BSc PhD NE, APSA

#### Associate Dean Lecturers
McKenzie, G H, BSc BSc(Hons) DipEd PhD Melb, ASMB

#### Sub-Dean, Courses
McKenzie, Associate Professor G H, BSc BSc(Hons) DipEd PhD Melb, ASMB

#### Sub-Dean, Graduate Studies
Davie, P S, BSc(Hons) PhD Cant

#### Sub-Dean, Honours
Currie, G M, MApplMgt MMedRadSc Newcastle(NSW), GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt

#### Sub-Dean, International
Cavanagh, H M, BSc(Hons) PhD Glas, PGCE Strath

#### Sub-Dean, Learning and Teaching
Wilson, B P, BSc(Hons) PhD NSW

#### Sub-Dean, Regional Engagement
McAlpin, S F, DipNutr&FoodServ RMIT, GradDipHSM MHlthSc CSSturt

### Sub-Dean, Research
Wilkinson, J M, BSc(Hons) Qld, GradDipFET SQd, PhD Macq

### Sub-Dean, Sydney Research Students
Gurr, Professor G M, BSc(Hons) Plym, GradCertEdStud Syd, PhD Lond

### Emeritus Professor
Wolfe, E C, MScAgr Syd, PhD NE

### Adjunct Professors
Angus, J F
Auld, B A, BScAgr MScAgr PhD Syd
Batten, G D, MRurSc NE, PhD ANU
Bryden, D I
Bristow, K L, PhD Wash
Chudleigh, J W, BScAgr(Hons) Syd, MAIST
Connett-Porceddu, M, MBA SCarolina, PhD Cornell
Cother, E J, BScAgr Syd, PhD ANU
Cullis, B R, BSc BSc(Hons) Syd, PhD NSW
Dear, B S, BRurSc NE, MSc NSW, PhD WAust
Fletcher, M, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd
Goldney, D C, DipEd BSc Adel, PhD Qld, HonDScience CSSturt
Hamilton-Smith, E, BA(Hons) Adel
Harris, G P, BSc(Hons) PhD ImpColl
Helyar, K R, WDA WaggaAgCol, BScAgr MScAgr Syd, PhD UCDavis
Hughes, S G, BSc UnivCollWales, MSc PhD Edin
Jefferson, R, BA Calif, PhD Colorado
Kilian, A, MSc PhD Silesia
Landsberg, J, BSc MSc Natal, PhD Bristol
Lewin, L G, BScAgr(Hons) Syd, PhD Adel
Lovett, J V, BAgSc PhD Wales, FAIBiol, FAIST, FI Biol
McCully, M E, BSc Tor, MSc Guelph, PhD Harv
May, C, BSc MSc(Hons) PhD Auck
Meyer, W S, BAgSc PhD Adel
Michaik, D, BSc PhD Utah State, BScAgr Syd, MSc NSW
Mitchell, D S, UED BSc CapeT, PhD Lond
Morton, S R, BSc PhD Melb
Rutledge, D N, BSc Syd, MSc Paris
Saunders, D, BSc ANU, PhD WAust
Walker, R, BAgSc PhD Tas

### Adjunct Associate Professors
Briggs, S V, BScAgr Syd, MNatRes NE, PhD ANU
Hunt, E R, BVSc MVSc PhD Syd, GradDipEd DDIAE
Huttner, E, PhD INAGP
Jayawardane, N S, BSc Ceyl, PhD Tas
Olive, J, DipAppSc DipBiochm SwinhurneCollTech, GradCertMgt WSyd
Olley, J M, BSc(Hons) ANU, PhD NSW
Pennay, B J, BA MA Syd, MA Macq, PhD Deakin
Scott, B, BScAgr MScAgr Syd, PhD WAust
Stevens, M M, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd

### Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Abbas, M A, BSc(Engin) Agriculture Faisalabad, ME AsianIT, PhD Tokyo Uni of Agriculture
Boles, W E, PhD NSW
Bormans, M, PhD Dal
Brennan, J P, BA MAgrSc Melb, PhD NE
Conyers, M K, BNatRes NE, MScAgr Syd, PhD LaTrobe
Dare-Edwards, A J, BSc Brist, MSc Aberd, PhD ANU

---
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Dunn, A M, BRurSc NE, MAgrSc Melb
Freudengerber, D O, MAppSc Lincoln(NZ), PhD NE
Henry, E S, GradDipBus NE, GradDipTertiaryEd SQld, MBA HawkesburyAgColl
Holzapfel, B P E, DipAgSc DAgrSc Bonn
Li, G, BAgr MAgr Gansu, PhD Massey
Liu, D L, BAgriSc SWAU, PhD NE
Luckett, D, BSc(Hons) Sheff, MPhil PhD Cantab
Mitchell, H J, BSc(Hons) PhD S'ton
Nordblom, T L, BSc Cal Poly, MSc PhD OregonState
Raman, H, BScAgr MScAgr Overseas Institution, PhD PunjAg
Rehman, A, BSc PunjAg, MSc Quaid-i-Azam, PhD Lond
Schaeffer, J, BAppSc RMIT, MSc Wgong
Wilkins, J, BScAgr Syd, MSc NSW, PhD WAust
Wu, H, BSc MSc Fujian Agricultural University, MSc WageningenAg, PhD CSturt
Xevi, E, BSc(Hons) KNUSt, MSc PhD Leuven, MBA Newcastle(NSW)

Adjunct Lecturers
Allen, H M, MAgr Syd, ADipLabTech BAppSc CSturt
Collings, D, BSc(Hons) Syd, PhD ANU
Deegenaaers, A L, BAppSc BEd CSturt
Dickenson, R, BVS CSturt
Holloway, J C, BSc(Hons) PhD NE
Hume, I, BSc(Hons) Silsoe
Lanoiselet, T L, AssocDipAppSc BAppSc BSc(Hons) RMIT
Rahman, M L, BScAgr(Hons) MScAgr BdeshNatnl, MSc PhD Lond
Rawson, G A, BSc(Hons) NSW, MSc Syd, PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Read, B, BAgSc PhD Syd
Rogiers, S Y, BSc(Hons) PhD Ala
Scott, R F, DipEd BScAgr Syd, MSc NSW
Small, G, BHortSc MA WSyd
Venkatangappa, S, BSc MSc Bangalore, PhD Syd
Vink, S, BSc WAust, PhD Hawaii
Whish, J, BSc(Hons) GradDipHortSc MRurSc PhD NE
Win, M, BEng Rangoon, MEngSc Melb

Adjunct Research Associates
Dowling, P M, BScAgr MScAgr Syd, PhD Cornell
Herr, A, MSc Freiburg, PhD CSturt
Jones, G, BScAgr(Hons) WAust, MRurSc PhD NE
McKenzie, D C, BNatRes MSc NE, PhD Syd
Nikandrow, A, BScAgr MScAgr Syd, PhD Adel
Race, D H, BHortSc Victorian College of Agricultu, GradDipEnvMgt LaTrobe, PhD ANU, MAppSc CSturt
Slade, J, BBus Syd

Senior Academic Associate
Mallor, R J, MSc ANU, PhD Manit, BAppSc RiverinaCAE

Honorary Associates
Berman, S L, BAppSc ChisholmIT
Chua, S
Cope, M, BSc PhD Bradford
Heijanjhuduwaage, R, BSc(Hons) Kelaniya, MSc Colombo
Wong, C T, MBA SheffHallam

Honorary Fellows
Ballantyne, L A, BSc(Hons) MSc PhD Qld
Kan, L, BSc PhD HK, MA MLIS Calif

Adjunct Academic Administrator
Har, E, BSc UPM

Senior Lecturer
Pope, R P, BAppSc Cumb, GradDipPsychStud Deakin, PhD CSturt

Lecturers
An, M, MRurSc NE, PhD CSturt

Faculty Executive Officers
Ryall, P W, BBus RiverinaMurrayHE
Tucker, L T, DipT RiverinaMurrayHE, BA CSturt

Course Quality Officer
Wilks-Separovich, J V, BBus CSturt

Administrative Officer
Bennett, A J

David Morell Laboratories

Laboratory Manager
Ryan, K M

Senior Technical Officers
Asmus, M W, BAppSc CSturt
Burton, P J, BAppSc CSturt
White, G M, ADipLabTechChem RiverinaCAE
Technical Officers
Loughlin, M J, BAppSc CSSturt
Rose, M E, BAppSc CSSturt
Wilson, M A, BAppSc CSSturt

Environmental & Analytical Laboratories

Laboratory Manager
Johnson, G L G, BSc(Hons) Salf

Technical Officers
Loughlin, M J, BAppSc CSSturt
Rose, M E, BAppSc CSSturt
Wilson, M A, BAppSc CSSturt

Laboratory Services Unit

Laboratory Manager
Watt, C J, ADipLandMgt NE

Technical Officers
Poposki, J U, BSc Deakin
Wilde, S K, BScSc BHumanMvt(Hons) CSSturt

Sutherland Laboratories

Laboratory Manager
Thompson, D J, ADipLabTech RiverinaCAE, BAppSc CSSturt

Senior Technical Officers
Allison, N E, BSc Otago
Munn, K J, BSc NSW, MAgrSc Melb

Technical Officers
Early, R G, DipHort AustHortCorrespSchool, BAppSc CSSturt
Farish, C, BSc Strath
Grant, W I, ADipFARMGmt OAC, BInfotech CSSturt
Price, J P, BAppSc CSSturt
Smith, R J, BSc NE

Zander, A, CertIVUrbHort CertIVWorkTrain TAFESA, BAppSc(Hons) CSSturt, ASL, ESA, MRACI

School of Agricultural & Veterinary Sciences

Head of School
Kent, Associate Professor J H, BAppSc RuralTech GDipPlantProt QldAgColl, MAgrSc CSSturt

Associate Head of School
Abbott, Professor K A, BVSc MVetStud Melb, GradCertRuralSc NE, PhD Syd, FACVSc, MRCVS

Adjunct Associate Professors
Black, A S, QDA MAgrSc PhD Qld
Cutler, R
Kennedy, D, BVSc(Hons) MSc Syd
Little, P J, DipEd STC, BEd Syd, MEd NSW

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Davies, H
Groves, P J, BVSc Syd
Hardy-Smith, P, BVSc(Hons) Melb, GradDipAquaculture Deakin
McGowan, C M, DipVetClinStud BVSc(Hons) PhD Syd
Sackett, D, BVSc Syd, MSc Melb, FACVSc
Sergeant, E, BVSc Syd
Shepherd, R W, BVetStud(Hons) Massey, BVSc(Hons) Syd, MACVSc

Adjunct Lecturers
Beck, L, BVSc Melb
Booth, M G, BVSc(Hons) Syd
Cameron-Cook, Y, BVSc(Hons) Syd
Della-Vedova, J J, BVSc Syd
Fielding, R, BVSc QLDUT
Frauenfelder, A R, BVSc Syd
Golland, D, BVSc Syd
Hall, S N, BVSc Melb
Hayes, J J

Nicholls, R, BVSc Canberra, MSc PhD WAust

O’Rielly, J L, FACVSc
Paton, J S, BVSc Melb
Treloar, G, BVSc Syd
Wiltjer, J

Postdoctoral Research Fellows
Robertson, S M, PhD NSW, BAppSc(Hons) CSSturt
Stodart, B J, BSc(Hons) Flin, PhD Adel

Professors
Abbott, Professor K A, BVSc MVetStud Melb, GradCertRurSc NE, PhD Syd, FACVSc, MRCVS
†Bowmer, K, BSc PhD Not
Chenoweth, P J, BVSc PhD Old
Dave, P S, BSc(Hons) PhD Cant
Lemerle, Professor D, BSc Reading, MSc PhD Syd
Sangster, N C, BVSc(Hons) PhD Syd
Silience, M N, BSc PGCE PhD Leeds

Associate Professors
Ash, G J, BSc(Hons) PhD NE
†Bowmer, K, BSc! PhD Old
Cfall, BSc Reading, MSc PhD Syd

Senior Lecturers
Burrows, G E, BSc PhD Old
Connolly, J H, BSc BVSc(Hons) PhD Syd, GradCertRurSc Massey
Friend, M A, BSc PhD NSW, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt
Harper, J D I, BSc PhD Belfast
Norman, S T
Raidal, S L, BVSc PhD Syd, GradDipEd Mqld, MVetStud Qld, MACVSc
Tunstall, A W, DipAgrSc DookieAgriColl, ECE Monash, GradCertPubPol PhD NE, MAgrSc LaTrobe
Virgona, J M, BScAgri Syd, PhD ANU

Lecturers
†Austin, H E, BVSc Syd
Buckley, P, BVSc Massey, BVSc(Hons) Syd, MVSc Melb, MVetClinStud Syd, MACVSc, MACVSc
Condon, J R, BAgriSc LaTrobe, PhD CSSturt
Culas, R J, BSc Peradeniya, MEC NHH, MSc NLH, PhD Syd
Doughty, H C, DipAppSc DipEd RiverinaCAE, MAgrSc CSSturt
Dutton, G J, BSc Newcastle(NSW), BVSc PhD Syd, PGDipQld
Glyde, S N, BSc GDiplConEd NE
Grillo, V L, BVM PhD Glas, MRCVS
Hyams, J H, DipEd NE, BVSc Syd
Jahromi, F G, GradDipNatResMgt Adel, BAgriSc Sevilla, PhD CSSturt
Katupitiya, A, BSc Peradeniya, MtrigEng Leuven, PhD Nebraska
†King, B J, BRurSci(Hons) PhD NE
Knott, S A, BSc(Hons) Syd
Lanoiselet, V M, DipITA MinistryAgr(Fr), PhD CSSturt
Lees, N M, BVSc GradDipVetStud Syd, MACVSc
Mandel, R M, BSc Leith, MSc PhD Calg
Noble, G K, BAppSc GradCertUnivTeach&Learn PhD CSSturt
Urwin, N A R, BSc(Hons) WEngland, PhD PaisleyCoTech

Associate Lecturers
McCron, M D, BAgric Technology NSW, AssocDipAppSc CSSturt

Equine Centre Manager
Smart, J L, ADipAgr RiverinaMurrayHE

Administrative Officers
Grundy, W J, BA NSW
Welsh, K

Senior Technical Officer
Broster, J C, BAppSc(Hons) Adel, MAgrAppSc CSSturt

Technical Officer
Clegg, H A, BAppSc CSSturt

Graduate Assistant
Parker, C J

Technical Officer (Native Pastures)
Hildebrand, S M, BAppSc CSSturt

School of Biomedical Sciences

Head of School
Angel, Associate Professor L A, ADipMedLabSc BAgrAppSc RiverinaCAE, MAgrAppSc CSSturt, HGSA

Associate Head of School
Walker, T L, ADipBioTech UCCQ, BAppSc(Hons) PhD CSSturt

Adjunct Professors
Carroll, P R, BPharm MSc PhD Syd
Jackson, D M, BPharm MSc PhD Syd

Adjunct Associate Professors
Curran, S W, BMSc MBBS Tas, FACEM
Fogliani, C L, AM, BSc(Hons) DipEd NSW, MSc(Hons) Macq, FRACI

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Nolan, G, MAgrAppSc CSSturt

Adjunct Lecturers
McCarthy, G J, BHlthSc CSSturt
Morrison, A J, BAppSc TechnolSyd, GradDipEd WSyd, DipHSc CSturt
O’Brien, D J, AdvDipParamedSc AmbulanceNSW

Visiting Fellow
He, S, DipUni Haerbin, BM MM Weilang

Professors
Ball, P A, BSc Aston, MSc Birm, PhD Wales
Wang, L, BMed Changwey, MM PUMU, PhD Tas, ASCEPT

Associate Professor
O’Meara, P F, BHA PhD NSW, MPubPol Deakin

Senior Lecturers
Burton, D L, BSc(Hons) NE, PhD CSturt
Cavanagh, H M, BSc(Hons) PhD Glas, PGCE Strath
Currie, G M, MAppMgt MMedRadSc Newcastle(NSW), GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Kennedy, R A, BPharm(Hons) PhD Qld
Madigan, V M, BHistSc CSturt
McAlpin, S F, DipNutr&FoodServ RMIT, GradDipHSM MHlthSc CSturt
Simpson, M D, BPharm PhD Qld, BSc(Hons) Griff
Swan, H S, BSc PhD NE
Towers, P A, BSc Mund, MAppSc WSyd, PhD Qld, ASRB
Walker, T L, ADipBioTech UCCQ, BAppSc(Hons) PhD CSturt
Wheat, J M, MMedRadSc Newcastle(NSW), GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Wilkinson, J M, BSc(Hons) Qld, GradDipFET SQuID, PhD Macq

Lecturers
Abu-Izneid, T, BSc Applied Science University (Jordan), PhD Griff
Andrew, D S
Arora, D S, BPharm Mangalore, MPH Punjab, PhD Panjab
Baverstock, T A, BPharm SAuST, GradDipCommPracPharm SAust
Brown, L E, DipAdminNurs Cumb, BAdminNurs NE, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MBus CSturt
Bwititi, P T, DipMedLabMgt ILMS, BSc(Hons) CNAA, PhD Zimbabwe, AIMS, FIMLS, FIMLS(Zim)
Car, N G, BSc PhD CapeT
Collins, M P, BSc(Hons) WSyd
Garbett, I T, BSc Lanc, MSc Leeds
Graham, B J, BSc Monash, MSc PhD Oregon, MEd WAust, SMA
Hamilton, L, AdvDipParamedSc AmbulanceNSW, BSc NSW
Kalle, W H J, DRs Utrecht, PhD Leiden
Kerr, P G, DipEd Mund, GDipAppSc WAustCAE, MSc WAust, PhD Curtin
Kewley, R J, BSc(Hons) PhD Adel
Lighton, D S, MEd SQuID, BA NE
Logan-Sinclair, P A, BSc Macq, MAppSc Syd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Lusby, L W, MIR
Moriarty, H T, DipMedTech SJT, BAppSc RiverinaCAE, MAppSc CSturt, AIMS, HGSAAC
O’Kane, G M, DipNutrition BSc Syd, MPH NSW, DipEd CSturt
Olsen, M J, BAppSc Canberra, MSc Wgong
Pollard, K, ADipDMR NewcastleCAE, MHeD NSW, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MEd CSturt, MIR
Ritchie, D J, DipHealthAdmin Massey, BSc Cant, MHA NSW, FCHSE
Robinson, H K, BPharm(Hons) PhD Syd
†Sangster, J M M, DipNutrition BSc Syd, MPH NSW, APD
Scott, C J, BScAg(Hons) Syd, PhD Monash
Tall, J A, BSc Syd, MCoGSc NSW
Todoroska, E J, MSc Warsaw, PhD PolishAcadSciences, ACNEM
Vanniasinkam, T, BAppSc(Hons) Fln, GradDipMedLabSc PhD SAust
Yen, M, AssocDipCommunityHlthNurs MHM Cumb, BHlthSc CSturt
Zheng, X, MSc Zhejiang, PhD Newcastle(NSW)

Associate Lecturers
Cox, J L, BSc NE
†Day, S J, BPharm Tas
Huang, J, BMSc(Hons) Syd
King, J Q, BAppSc GradCertHlthScEd Syd
Loberg, J P K, BAppSc CSturt
Menzies, N A, RN DipAppSc MitchellCAE, BHlthSc GradCertClinEd CSturt
Wang, J, PhD SCross

Laboratory Manager
Crampton, A L, PhD Qld

Senior Technical Officer
Diment, L M

Administrative Officer
McIntyre, J L

Laboratory Supervisor
Power, K J

School Administrative Officer
Daley, V L

Technical Officers
Kay, G L, RN NMBSWW, ADipMedLabSc RiverinaMurrayIHE
Matthews, L M, BAppSc RiverinaCAE
Moon, T, ADipLabTech RiverinaCAE
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School of Community Health

Head of School
Coyle, Associate Professor J A, MManipPhys LaTrobe,GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt, MAPA, MMPAA

Adjunct Associate Professor
Hocking, C, DipOT AdvDipOcclTherapy CIT, MHiithSc SAust, PhD Auck

Neunayer, R J, MSc Idaho, PhD PennState

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Bevan, C A, DipPublicAdmin Exe, GDipComDev PhillipIT, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE, MSocSc CSSturt

Professors
Whiteford, G E, BAppSc WAustIT, MHiithSc PhD SAust, MAAOT

Associate Professors
MCallister, L L G, BSpThy Qld, MA WMich, PhD Syd, FSPAA

Ruston, S A, BScRPT BrCol, GradCertQualImproveHlthCare Newcastle(NSW), PGDipBiomech PhD Strath, GradDipManipTherapy WAustIT

Finley, P D, BSc(Hons) PCL, PhD QldUT

Senior Lecturers
Curtin, M J, BOccThy Qld, MPhil OxfBrookes, DEd S’ton

Jelinek, H F, BSc NSW, GradDipSc ANU, PhD Syd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt

Trevenathan, R, BA(Hons) ANU, MSc Lond, PhD Macq

Winkworth, A L, BAppSc GradCertEdStud PhD Syd, MSPA

Lecturers
†Barbara, A J, BOccThy Qld, MOccThy SAust

Beecham, R, BA Wits, DEd UDW

Clark, E J, BAppSc LincolnInstHS, MA Melb

Corrigan, R, BAppSc Cumb, MAppSc SAust

Denshire, S J, DipOT CIT, MAppSc Syd

Dunphy, J L, BSc(Hons) PhD Monash

Farquhar, H J, DipPod CIT, BSc Cant, GradCertPopulHlth Newcastle(NSW)

Harvey, R, BScOcc PrestonIT

Hinderaker, J R, BSc Syd, GradDipAcupuncture MAppSc RMIT, MMedSc Newcastle(NSW)

†McLeod-Boyle, A, BOccThy Qld, GradCertEd MOccThy JamesCook

†Murtagh, J, BAppSc Cumb

†Parnell, T E, BAppScOT GradDipHlthSc MOccThy SAust

Patton, N T, BAppSc Cumb, MHiithSc CSSturt

Pitman, T E, DipOT Cumb, MHiithSc SAust

Richards, R S, PhD Newcastle(NSW), MAppSc CSSturt

Robinson, C J, MSc CNAA

Smith, M C L, MAppSc Syd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt, MAPA

Smythe, G M, BSc(Hons) PhD WAust

Sneath, L A, BAppSc LincolnInstHS, MScSportsPhysio LaTrobe

†van Huet, H, BAppScOT LincolnInstHS, AccOT

†Wilding, C B, BAppSc LaTrobe, MAppSc SAust, AccOT

Wilson, L J, BAppSc(Hons) PhD Syd

Associate Lecturers
Brett, A J, BSc Wgong

†O’Connor, B E, BAppSc SAustIT

Robson, K M, DipHSc NSWTAFE, MHiithSc Syd

Senior Technical Officers
Hughes, D L, DipMgt WodongaTAFE, BSc Wgong

Kolbe, C E, ADLT DDIAE

School of Environmental Sciences

Head of School
Klomp, Professor N I, BAppSc Curtin, BSc Murd, PhD Glas

Associate Head of School
Watts, Associate Professor R J, BSc(Hons) PhD WAust

Adjunct Professor
Smith, C J, BAgSc(Hons) PhD Melb

Adjunct Associate Professor
Page, K J, DipEd MA Syd, PhD Wgong

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Asghar, M N, BSc MSc(Hons) Agriculture Faisalabad, PhD Newcastle(UK)

Birchhead, R J, BSc StLouis, PhD Alta

Hafeez, M, BSc Agriculture Faisalabad, ME UETLahore, PhD Bonn

Paydar, Z, BSc(Hons) Tehran, MSc OhioState, PhD UtahState

Adjunct Lecturer
Starkey, G V, BE(Hons) Qld
Adjunct Research Fellow
Griffith, R, BSc(Hons) NE, PhD WSyd

Professors
Curtis, A L, BA DipEd Meib, PhD CSturt
†Khur, L, BSc(Hons) UETLahore, MSc PhD Birm, MintEnvLaw Macq, GradCertAppSc GDipGIS&RemoteSens CSturt

Associate Professors
Spennemann, D H R, MA Fran, PhD ANU
Watson, D M, BSc(Hons) Monash, PhD Kansas
Watts, R J, BSc(Hons) PhD WAust

Senior Lecturers
Black, R S, BSc(Hons) Lond, PhD Monash
Davidson, P A, ADipRec Kuning-gaiCAE, BSc NSW, MA RMIT, DPhil JamesCook
Lunt, I D, BSc(Hons) PhD LaTrobe
Taylor, I R, BSc PhD Aberd
Thwaites, R, BSc PhD CSturt
Wilson, B P, BSc(Hons) PhD NSW

Lecturers
Allan, C A, BAgrSc Meib, MNatRes NE, PhD CSturt
Dehaan, R L, BSc(Hons) PhD NSW
Hall, A, BSc MSc Otago, PhD CSturt
Howard, J L, DiplNatRes NE, BEnvSc Wgong, GradDipMgt CQld
Humphries, P, BSc(Hons) Monash, MSc Tas, PhD Murd
Luck, G W, BSc SAust, PhD ECowan
Millar, J E, BSc Meib, PhD CSturt
O’Brien, R A, BCMS(Hons) Waik, MSc Well, PhD Curtin
Spooner, P G, BAppSc(Hons) PhD CSturt
Wassens, S M, BAppSc BAppSc(Hons) PhD CSturt
Wilson, A L, BAppSc PhD CSturt

Associate Lecturers
Ahmad, A, BScAgrEng Faisalabad, ME AsianIT
Rumbachs, R M, BAppSc CSturt

Senior Technical Officers
†Kent, K M, BAppSc CSturt
Valentine, D S, BAppSc(WineSc) MMgt CSturt

Water Systems Analyst
Mushtaq, S, PhD UP

Technical Officers
Bowdren, P J, BAppSc CSturt

School of Nursing & Midwifery

Head of School
Duffy, Professor M E, DipAppSc BAppSc LincolnInstHS, MNurs PhillipIT, PhD Monash

Adjunct Associate Professor
Stockhausen, L J, RN DipTeach NewcastleCAE, BEd ArmidaleCAE, MEdSt PhD Qld

Senior Lecturers
Brackenreg, D Y, RN DNE Cumb, BA NE, MEd Deakin
Crowther, A J B, RN MA Portsmouth, PhD LaTrobe
Dietzsch, J E, RN MG GradCertAdvNurs NSWCollNurs, MNurs NE, PhD CSturt, MACMI
Goddard, L D, RN BHLthSc ME CSturt
Grootjans, J, RN DipAppScNurs BAppSc Cumb, MAppSc PhD WSyd
Jeeawody, A B, RN DipNurs PGCE Lond, BA OpenUK, MEd WAust, PhD LaTrobe, FANZCMHN, MAPS
Kerr, R J, RN BA DipEd NSW, MEd(Hons) Wgong, DipAppSc RiverinaCAE

Lecturers
Clatworthy, C D, RM RN MEd Wgong, BHLthSc CSturt
Croxon, L A, RM RN BEd ArmidaleCAE, GDipGerNurs MEd Deakin
Davies, C E, RM RN BA Macq, MTH Qld, FRCNA, MCN(M.S.W.)
de Sousa, J E, RN DipT SydneyCAE, BEd ArmidaleCAE, MNurs Syd
Gadd, M C, BNursing NE, GradCertEmergNurs NSWCollNurs, MNurs Newcastle(NSW), RN NSWNurseReg
Hale, C E, GradCertWomensHlth NSWCollNurs, MPH CFlin, RN NMBSW, BHLthSc CSturt
Havrelka, J E, DipHSc Syd, BHLthSc CSturt
Latham, H J, RN DNE ArmidaleCAE, MNurs Syd, BScOC CSturt
Mackey, S J, RN BN NE, PhD Syd
Maginnis, C L, RN DipAppSc Cumb, BAppSc Syd, GradCertChild&AdolesHlthNSW NSWCollNurs, MHLthSc CSturt
Mahony, P H, RN GDipEd BSc ME CSturt, MHLthSc CSturt
Matheson, A K, RN DipHSc BNSuns(Hons) Syd
McGill, R D, RN BNurs WSyd, GradCertCriticalCareNurs CentCoastHlthServ, MNurs TechnolSyd
†McLeod, M M, RN PhD Monash, BA MHumanServMgt CSturt
Ross, G C, RN BSyd, GradCertCriticalCareNurs NSWCollNurs, MNurs Flin, MRCA
Shackleton, P K, RN MHEd NSW, BHLthSc CSturt
Stott, A, RN BScSyd ME CSturt
Warner, P, RN DipAppSc SAdviser CAE, BAdVocEd SAust

Associate Lecturers
Mackin, K E, BNursing Syd, MNurs WSyd
Townsend, R B, RN DipParamedicalScience AmbulanceNSW, LLB NE, Grad Dip Legal Pract Wgong, BNurs
TechniSyd, Grad Cert VET CSturt, Solicitor (N.S.W.)

Laboratory Supervisor
Ryan, W, RN

School Administrative Officer
Morgan, S D

School of Rural Management

Head of School
Parton, Professor K A, BCom(Hons) Liv, MSc Newcastle(UK), PhD NE

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Baldwin, B J, BSc(Hons) NottTrent, Grad Dip Ed S Aust CAE, M AgrSc Adel
Cherry, A A, B Agr Bus Adm LaSafe(Colum), MSc Col, PhD NE
King, W M, BSc(Hons) PhD Otago

Adjunct Research Associate
Strutt, N, ADip Agr Melb

Visiting Academic
Takahashi, T, BSc MSc Tokyo, PhD ANU

Visiting Scholars
Xiu, C
Zhou, X, B Agric Sc Gansu

Professors
Gurr, G M, BSc(Hons) Plym, Grad Cert Ed Stud Syd, PhD Lond
Kemp, D R, BSc Agr(Hons) MSc Agr, PhD W Aust, CP Ag

Senior Lecturers
Cook, R J, Dip Ag Tocal Ag Col, GDip Ag Hawkesbury Ag Coll, M Rur Sc NE
Hodgkins, D, Dip Ed BSc W Aust, MA Murd, Grad Dip Env Mgt CSturt
Morgan, C K, BSc Agr Syd, Grad Dip Ed Canberra CAE, MEd(Hons) NE
Raman, A, B Sc MSc D Science PhD Madr

Lecturers
Cochrane, K W, BSc Agr Syd, Grad Dip Soc Comm Hawkesbury Ag Coll, Dip Ed STC, MA Lanc
Crockett, J A, Dip Env STB, GDip Agr Farm Sys MA Adel, PhD CSturt
Hedberg, P R R, BSc Agr MSc Agr Syd
†Kinross, C M, ADip(Wildlife & Park Mgt) Salisbury CAE, BA NE, Grad Cert Ed Stud Syd, Grad Dip Res Mgt Canberra, PhD CSturt
Simmons, A T, PhD Syd
Warren-Smith, A K, M App Sc WSyd, B App Sc(Hons) CSturt

Wheatley, W M, WDA Wagga Ag Col

Associate Lecturer
Guisard, Y, B App Sc(Hons) Qld, B App Sc CSturt

School Administration Officer
Madden, K

Technical Officer
†Gogala, K M, BSc Grad Dip Hort Sc NE

School of Wine & Food Sciences

Head of School
Harden, Associate Professor T J, Dip Tert Ed NE, BSc PhD Qld, M App Sc W Syd

Adjunct Associate Professor
Learnmonth, R P, Dip Comp Stud Melb, BSc BSc(Hons) PhD Monash

Adjunct Lecturer
McCabe, B K, BSc(Hons) Syd, PhD W Syd

Professors
Henick-Kling, T E
Robards, K, BSc PhD NSW
Scollary, G R, BEd MSc: Melb, PhD La Trobe, B App Sc CSturt

Associate Professors
Allen, M S, MSc PhD Marc, C Chem
†Bulleid, N C, MW Inst MastWine Lond, M Sc St ton
Morgan, C K, BSc(Hons) Cardiff, PhD Birm

Senior Lecturers
Agboola, S O, BSc MSc Ib, PhD Guelph
Bedgood, D R, BSc George Mason, PhD Montana State
Bishop, A G, BSc(Hons) PhD Monash, Grad Cert Univ Teach & Learn C Sturt
Blanchard, C L, B App Sc PhD C Sturt
Greer, D H, BSc(Hons) PhD Otago
Helliwell, S, Dip App Chem Hobar TAFE, PhD Sask
Prenzler, P D, BSc(Hons) PhD Qld
Zhao, J, BSc Tianjin Inst Light Ind, M App Sc PhD NSW

Lecturers
Clark, A C, BSc(Hons) PhD Melb
Delves, T R, BE Syd, MEngSc NSW
Doran, G S, BSc LaTrobe, MApplSc RMIT, PhD CSturt
Gray, J D, BSc PhD Adel
Meunier, M A, BScAg McG, DAAViticulture-Oenologie DNOE ENSAMONTPELLIER, GradCert Univ Teach&Learn CSturt
Novak, I, BSc MChem DScience Zagreb, FIOP, FRSC
Ryan, D M K, BAppSc(Hons) PhD CSturt
Savocchia, S, BAppSc PhD Adel
Schmidtke, L M, BAppSc MApplSc Tas
Tesic, D, BSc MSc Belgrade, PhD Massey

**Associate Lecturer**
Blackman, J W, BAppSc TechnolSyd, BAppSc CSturt

**Technical Officers**
Bullock, J R, BAppSc CSturt
Kater, M, BAppSc CSturt

**Administrative Officer**
Thomson, R G
Office of the Vice Chancellor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office of the Vice Chancellor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vice Chancellor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goulter, Professor I C, BE(Hons) Cant, MSc PhD Ill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emeritus Professors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake, C D, AM, AO, BScAgr Syd, PhD Lond, FAIAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothwell, B, BSc Lond, PhD Bath, CBIol, MBiol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Director, Corporate Governance &amp; University Secretary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burdack, M G, BA BLegS Macq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Projects Officer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moffatt, S C, BSc Syd, DipEd STC, MDistEd Deakin, BA AppSc Mitchell CAE, MODLAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Solicitor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manager, Complaints</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayhew, M, GradDipAdmin Kuring-gai CAE, MBA CQld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manager, Corporate Communications &amp; Media</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend, L J, BA Well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manager, Stakeholder &amp; Community Relations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stocks, N, BA CSTurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stakeholder Relations Consultant</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manager, Policy &amp; Research</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butt, L E, BSc(Hons) TechnolSyd, MBA CSTurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Officer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, G A, LLB Macq, GradDipLegalPrac CollLaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media Officers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halloran, F L, MA NSW, BA Mitchell CAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath, E A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, W S, BScAgr GDipAgEc NE, MA CSTurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Administrative Officers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooney, K J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noyes, M G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alumni Relations Officer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fawkes, M L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Donor Relations Officer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish, S A, BA(Hons) CSTurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corporate Relations Officer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens, A T, BA CSTurt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic

Office of the Deputy Vice Chancellor

Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic
Chambers, Professor R C, BA PhD Syd

Adjunct Professor
Jung, K, BA MA Busan, PhD Ill

Executive Officer
Collins, M K

Academic Secretariat

Academic Secretary
Drenengenberg, N, BE(Hons), MScSoc, PhD NSW, DipEd Syd

Manager, Academic Senate
Bond, M E, BA Newcastle(NSW)

Academic Secretariat Officers
Hicks, J C, BBusStud CSSturt
†Matthews, F M, BBus TechnoSyd
†Montgomery, H J, BAppSc Syd

Paton, I E, ATCL TrinityCollLond
†Sharp, K L, BA RiverinaMurrayHE
†Stoneman, L R, BEd CSSturt

Winkley, Y

Australian Centre for Christianity & Culture

Director
Haire, I J M, MA Oxon, HonDD Belfast, HonDUniv Griff, HonDLitt Ulster, PhD Birm

Centre Manager

Programs & Functions Manager
Pitman, J L, BA(Hons), BA(Hons) Adel

Centre for Enhancing Learning & Teaching

Director
Tulloch, Associate Professor M I, BA Sus, MEd PhD NE, MAPS

Manager, Evaluation Services
Arthur, J, DipT MEd QUT, BEdSt Qld

Manager, Educational Design & Educational Technology
Uys, P M, AdvDipTertTeach WellPolyTech, BCom Stell, BCom(Hons) UNISA, PhD Well

Manager, Educational Design & Teaching Development
Buckland, E M, DipT KelvinGroveCAE, BEd GDipTLib SAustCAE, MA SAust, AALIA, ARMA

Educational Designers & Coordinators, Learning Materials Laboratory
†Buchan, J F, BSc DipEd Natal, MEd SAuf

Flynn, L A, MPET Deakin, BSocSc GradDipEd CSSturt

Educational Designers
Addinsall, M G, BA GDipEd CSSturt
†Adlong, W P, MA WSyd, BGenStud CSSturt

Crease, R R, BA CSSturt

Dunn, M, BSc ANU, GDipEd Canberra
†Faust, J, GradDipVocEd&Train LaTrobe

Gill, L D, BEd GradCertMult&OnlineLearn CSSturt

Grif, P M G, BA MitchellCAE, MAcc CSSturt

Harris, J M, DipT BendigoCAE, BEd MEd CSSturt, GradDipEd RiverinaMurrayHE

Hunter, C L, BEd Syd

McDonald, A P, BEd WAustCAE, GDipEd MAppSc ScSturt

McKenzie, A D, DipEd BA Monash, MSc(Hons) WSyd

Mozer, M, BEd AvonColl, GDipL&Literacy SAust, MA Deakin

Murphy, R M, BA NE, GCertCBL Wiggong
†Newell, C V, BBus NSWIT, GradDipEd CSSturt

Pfitzner, W E, DipEd BA Syd

Prescott, D A W, BA(Hons) Syd, GDipEd SydneyCAE, MAppLing Monash

Relf, S P, BA Qld, MEd TechnoSyd

Learning Media Laboratory Coordinator
Muldoon, N I, AssocDegVocEd&Train BAdVocEd CSSturt

Manager, Evaluation Unit
Sequeira, D, BA Bangalore, MEd PhD Baroda

Administrative Assistant
Reid, L D

Administrative Officer
Hunter-Rose, K A
Learning Materials Centre

Administration

Director
Klapdor, K M, BEc Syd
Deputy Director
Griffin, D P, BBus MBA CSTurt, CPA

Dispatch

Manager
Patterson, R T
Coordinator, Assignments
Murphy, J F

Online Production

Coordinator, Online Services
Parker, S M, BBus BBus(Hons) CSTurt
Online Publishing Coordinator
Piper-Nagy, S
Online Services Coordinator
Shaw, P F, BEc Macq
Systems Officer
Cochrane, M G, BInfoTech CSTurt
Team Leader, Learning Materials
Wright, J

Production

Manager
McKeown, N E, GradCertMgt WSyd
Officer, Media Production
...
Learning Media Processing Officer
Langham, M A
Production Coordinator
Harden, J

Reproduction Unit

Manager
Lloyd, I M
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration

Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration

Acting Deputy Vice Chancellor, Administration
Gorman, Professor L, BA NE, GradCertMgt WSyd, PhD Sus

Director, Special Projects
Wiggins, L V, AACS

Office of International Relations
Director

International Operations Manager
Moloney, S M, BBus SwinburneUT, MBA CSturt

Project Manager

Project Officer
Reeves, P F, BEd MitchellCAE

Coordinator, Study Abroad & Exchange
Grundy, F M, DipTeach AustCath, BEd GradDipPR Deakin

International Partnerships Coordinator
Oke, K C, DipTeach RiverinaCAE
Heads of Campus

Head of Albury-Thurgoona Campus

Head of Campus
Whiteford, Professor G E, BAppSc W Aust IT, MHlthSc PhD SAust, MAAOT

Head of Bathurst Campus

Head of Campus
Walker, Associate Professor G A, DipEd MCom NSW, PhD Macq

Head of Dubbo Campus

Head of Campus
Shipp, G W B, BA ANU

Dubbo Service Unit

Campus Operations Manager
Bell, H A, DipOH&S Charles Darwin, DipT Sydney CAE, MBus CSturt
Administrator/Learning Coordinator
Noonan, T L, BSc Oregon State, GradDipEd CSturt

Head of Orange Campus

Head of Campus
Parton, Professor K A, BCom(Hons) Liv, MSc Newcastle (UK), PhD NE

Head of Wagga Wagga Campus

Head of Campus
Green, Professor D L, DesRCA RCA
Pro Vice Chancellor, Research & Graduate Training

Office of the Pro Vice Chancellor

Pro Vice Chancellor, Research & Graduate Training
Burnett, Professor P C, DipAppPsych Flin, DipT KelvinGroveCAE, MEdSt Qld, PhD Ohio
Adjunct Professor
Pratley, J E, BSc(Hons) PhD NSW
Visiting Fellow
Schummer, J, MPhil PhD Karlsruhe
Professor
Smith, Professor A, PGCE Oxon, MBA Aston, MA Cantab, PhD Tas
Senior Research Fellow
Race, D H, BHorSc Victorian College of Agricultult, GradDipEnvMgmt LaTrobe, PhD ANU, MApSc CSSturt
Manager, Research Services
Wood-Meyer, K L, BA ANU, MBA Qld
Graduate Studies Officer
Morton, M A,
Research Finance Officer
Mandel, V G, BRE BrCol, GradDipFin Capilano College (Canada)
Programs and Information Officer
Bowman, N J
Research Grants Officer
Barrett, K D, BSc Syd
Research Student Finance Officer
Morris, P S
Special Projects Officer
†Dean, C L

Archives & Art Collection

Director, Archives & Records
Doubladay, W A, GradDipSc ECowan, BA(Hons) CSSturt
Art Curator
Middlemost, T A, BA GradDipArts ANU
Reference Archivist
Cottle, L J, BLibSc CSSturt

Spatial Data Analysis Network

Manager
Fuller, G, DipEd BAppSc GDiGIS&RemoteSens MApSc CSSturt
Senior Systems Programmer
McKenzie, G L, BAppSc UCCQ, GradDipAppComp Qld, MApSc QldUT
Information Technology Officer
McDonald, S P, BSc CSSturt
Poynter, C N, BAppSc BAppSc(Hons) GradDipEd CSSturt

Research Centres

Centre for Applied Philosophy & Public Ethics (CAPPE)

Director
Miller, Professor S R M, GDipJourn Rhodes, BA ANU, GDipEd StateColl/Vic, MA Oxon, PhD Melb
Adjunct Professor
Mackay, H C, BA Syd, HonDLitt Macq, HonDLitt NSW, HonDLitt CSSturt, FAMSRS, FAPsS
Professors
Campbell, T D, MA PhD Glas
†Kleinig, J I, BD MelbCollDivinity, MA WAust, PhD ANU
†Weckert, J F, DipCompSc MA LaTrobe, BA Adel, PhD Melb, MACS
Senior Research Fellows
Clarke, S P, BA Melb, PhD Monash
Cocking, D G, PhD LaTrobe
Research Fellow
†Moss, J
Centre Manager
...

EH Graham Centre for Agricultural Innovation

Director
Lemerle, Professor D, BSc Reading, MSc PhD Syd
Adjunct Professor
Waters, E J, BSc PhD Adel

Visiting Professor
Przybylski, R, MSc(Hons) PhD Poznan

Adjunct Senior Research Fellow
Haig, T J, BSc PhD Newcastle (NSW)

Adjunct Research Fellows
Burns, H M, BSc Agri(Hons) NE
Loh, A D, BSc BSc(Hons) PhD Qld
Moroni, J S, BSc MGc PhD Alta
Pitt, W M, BAppSc BAppSc(Hons) PhD CSturt

Research Associates
Stanton, R A, BSc(Hons) NE, PhD CSturt

Professor
Pratley, J E, BSc(Hons) PhD NSW

Centre Business Manager

Administration Officer
Matthes, B J, BBus CSturt

Experimental Winemaker
Rouse, E J, BAppSc CSturt

Centre Coordinator
†Crowley, M T

Technical Officers
Greer, L A, BSc(Hons) Otago
Huang, R, BAppSc(Hons) CSturt
Pan, H Y, BAgSc Gansu, MAppSc(Hons) Massey

Institute for Land, Water & Society (ILWS)

Director
Curtis, Professor A L, BA DipEd Melb, PhD CSturt

Adjunct Research Fellows
Ifeka, C, PhD Lond
Mazur, N, BSc Syr, MEnv PhD Adel
McDonald, A G, BScSci RMIT, MEnvPlan Melb, PhD CSturt
McGregor, D L, BEng Melb, GDipBus MBA Deakin, GradDip Municipal Eng Warnambool IAE, MEngSc NSW
Roshier, D A, PhD CSturt

Senior Research Fellow
Roshier, D A, PhD CSturt

Research Fellow
Ross, K A, BSc(Hons) PhD NSW

Communications Coordinator
†Beemster, M C, BA RMIT, GradDipEd Melb

Conference Coordinator
†Roberts, K M, BA Canberra

Centre for Rural Social Research

Director
Alston, Professor M M, BSoctr Stud Syd, MLitt NE, PhD NSW, GDipCompApp Riverina Murray IHE, MAASW

Research Coordinator
†Loane, N J

Centre Coordinator

Johnstone Centre – Research in Natural Resources & Society

Program Director
Klomp, Professor N I, BAppSc Curtin, BSc Murd, PhD Glas

Manager, Environmental Consulting Unit
Grabham, C, BAppSc CSturt

Senior Technical Officers
Broster, J C, BAppSc(Hons) Adel, MAppSc CSturt
Asmus, M W, BAppSc CSturt

National Wine & Grape Industry Centre

Director
Scollary, Professor G R, BEd MSc Melb, PhD LaTrobe, BAppSc CSturt

Senior Lecturer
Saliba, A J, BSc(Hons) Deakin, PhD Essex

Lecturer
Smith, J P, BAgSc Melb, PhD CSturt
Centre for Research in Complex Systems (CriCS)

**Director**
Bossomaier, Professor T R J, BA *Cantab*, MSc PhD *EAnglia*, MACM

Centre for Research into Professional Practice Learning & Education (RIPPLE)

**Director**
Whiteford, Professor G E, BAppSc *WAustIT*, MHlthSc PhD *SAust*, MAAOT

**Adjunct Professor**
Saliba, G J, DipEd BSc(Hons) PhD Syd

**Adjunct Research Associate**
Clancy, S D, BA MLitt NE

**Administration Officer**
†Beverly, L K

Public and Contextual Theology (PACT)

**Director**
Haire, I J M, MA Oxon, HonDD *Belfast*, HonDUniv *Griff*, HonDLitt *Ulster*, PhD *Birm*
# Division of Facilities Management

## Executive Office

**Executive Director**  
Lennon, P M, BEng NSWIT, GradCertMgt WSyd, BBus CSturt  
**Manager, Business Administration**  
Marshall, I R, ADipBus NSW TAFE, BBus CSturt, ASA  
**Environmental & Energy Manager**  
Taylor, P A, DipEd TechTeachColl, BA MA Cantab, MArch Deakin, BA(VisualA) RiverinaMurrayIHE

## Operations

**Director**  
Millar, W L, ATEFMA  
**Manager, Strategic Services**  
Geddes, R  
**Manager, Campus Services, Albury/Wodonga & Canberra**  
Jones, P W, CertIVTrain&AssessCat2 Wodonga TAFE, AssocDipEng ACT Accreditation Registration  
**Manager, Campus Services Bathurst & Broken Hill**  
Gittoes, S J  
**Manager, Campus Services Dubbo & Maintenance Supervisor Orange**  
Hewitt, T  
**Manager, Finance & Facilities, Orange**  
Dowler, P, BBus MitchellCAE, MBA CSturt  
**Manager, Campus Services Wagga Wagga**  
O’Meara, T P, BBus BSocSc CSturt

## Procurement & Risk Management

**Director**  
Hogan, K B, BEng TechnolSyd  
**Project Manager, Construction**  
Wright, N L  
**Facilities OH&S Manager**  
Simpson, K B, BAppSc RiverinaMurrayIHE  
**Project Managers**  
Baker, P V  
Johnson, C G, ADipConstMgt CaulfieldIT  
**Project Officer/Coordinator**  
Padwal, V

## Planning & Design

**Director**  
...  
**Senior Architect**  
Nesakumar, C A, BSc MScArch Mor’wa, MDesSc Syd  
**Senior Planner**  
Tonkin, J R, BAppSc Canberra  
**Project Officers**  
Beauty, I, BSc(Hons) PGDipCompAidBldDes MPhil Strath  
Crichton, G J  
McCormick, E J, BArch(Hons) NSW  
**Mechanical Services Officer**  
Matthes, A J
Division of Financial Services

Executive Office

Executive Director
Hackett, J F, FCIM, FCIS, PNA

Executive Assistant
Watt, K L

Director’s Office

Director, Finance
Lindner, A K, BHA NSW, BBus RiverinaCAE, FCPA

Financial Accountant
Comerford, A M, BBus CSSturt, CPA

Management Accountant
Seaman, R W, ACIM, ACIS, PNA

Manager, Finance & Facilities
Dowler, P W, BBus MitchellCAE, MBA CSSturt, CPA

Finance Officer, Insurance
†Burrett, A P

Business & Risk Officer
Ryan, A M, AssocDegBusStud CSSturt

Corporate Services - Payables

Finance Manager (Assets & Services)
Kendall, D J, AssocLocalGovAdmin MitchellCAE

Finance Manager (Payables)
Hamilton, W G

Finance Officer
Nairn, B

Finance Officer (Payables)
Gilmore, C J

Purchasing Officer
Cooper, J F

Purchasing/Residences Officer
Fairweather, P

Corporate Services - Revenue

Finance Manager (Receivables)
Gamble, T J, BBus CSSturt

Finance Officer (Contracts)
Collins, B T, GradCertBusAdmin CSSturt

Finance Officer International
Tout, D J, BBus RiverinaCAE

Cashier
Schmich, D M

Finance Officer (Debtors)
Carroll, J E

Corporate Services - Travel

Travel Manager
Medaris, J M

Travel Officer
†Howard, S L
Levett, J S, AdvCertTrav&Tour NSWTAFE

Corporate Services - Supply

Finance Manager (Supply)
Smith, M B

Manager, Fleet Services
Smith, R S

Finance Officer (Transport)
Bailie, B P

Mechanic/Fitter
Green, R C

Stores & Mail Officer
Gill, J W

www.csu.edu.au
Transport & Services Officer
Jackson, G G

Systems
Finance Manager (Systems)
Wilson, G J, BBus, MBA CSSturt
Finance Officer (Treasury)
Waugh, J H, AdvCertHR SwinburneUT, BA LaTrobe

Management Services - Budget
Finance Manager (Budget)
Smith, S C, BBus CSSturt, ASA

Management Services - Costing
Cost Accountant
Maloy, P J, AdvCertCommerce RiverinaTAFE, BBus CSSturt
Finance Officer (Costing)
Arneill, D L, BBus CSSturt, CPA

Management Services - Payroll
Finance Manager (Remuneration)
Frost, C
Finance Officer
Roberts, C A
Remuneration Officer
Corlett, R
Payroll Clerk
†Jones, N T
Salaries Officer
†Webber, K M

Management Services - Tax
Finance Officer (Taxation/Contract)
Mumford, R J, GDipComp RiverinaMurrayIHE, CA

Management Services - Risk Management/Enterprises
Farm Managers
Mellor, J E, BAgEcon NE
Mannix, S, AdvDipHorseMan OAC
Finance Officer (Business & Risk)
Von Brockhusen, C M, BBus CSSturt, ASA
Vineyard Manager
Cannon, P A
Vineyard Supervisor
Drechsler, B J

Albury Children’s Centre
Director
Smith, M M, BTeach CSSturt

Wagga Children’s Centre
Early Childhood Teacher/Director
†Isaac, M J, DipTeach Melb
Early Childhood Teacher
†McKenzie, J B, DipTeach RiverinaMurrayIHE
Division of Human Resources

Executive Office

Executive Director
Shaw, R L, GDipBusAdmin WAustIT, BBus RiverinaCAE, AFAHRI, CPA

Employee Relations

Director
Wilson, M J
HR Officer, Employee Relations
Compton, P J

Environment, Health & Safety

Manager
Maxwell, P J, GDipAppSc CSturt
HR Officers E,H & S
Barton, F A, BBus TechnolSyd
Lombe, M A, RN ADipAppSc(CommunityHlthNurs) Cumb

HR Officer, Injury Management
Combs, A S

Organisational Development

Director
Bounds, A C, BEd CanberraCAE, GDipPersMgt&IndustRel PhillipIT, MAHRI

Manager, Workforce Planning
Bell, J A, GDipEd NE, MOD&T SCross
Manager, Equal Opportunity
McCormick, S A H, BA Macq, GDipCounsell AustColAppPsych

Manager, Leadership & Professional Development
Bryant, H, DipAppSc WaggaAgCol, GradDipEnvMgt MEM CSturt

Indigenous Employment Coordinator
Kim, K L, BA(SocWelf) RiverinaMurray(HE, MAppSc CSturt
Performance Management & Schemes Coordinator
Marr, N G, DipT ArmidaleCAE, MEd MEdAdmin NE, BVocEd&Train CSturt

Organisational Development Officers
Haniford, A, DipDevelDisab SAustCAE, GDipLib&InfoSc Tas
†Stephens, P L, BAppSc CapricornialAE, GradDipTeach MEd QldUT

Recruitment

Director, HR Services
Thomson, S P, BEd Syd, MEd TechnolSyd, GradCertHRM CSturt
HR Coordinator, Recruitment
Young, R M, BA Paisley

Recruitment Officers
Barnes, J G, BCom LLB NSW
†Lewis, T G, BAppSc WSyd

Services & Systems

Director, HR Services
Knight, M G, MMgt SQld, BBus MitchellCAE, FAHRI

Managers, HR Client Services
Bailey, M E, BBus TechnoSyd, GDipCounsell InstCounsell, GradCertInHRMgt CSturt
Earl, G A

Manager, HR Systems
Smee, A G, MACM

Human Resources Officer, Services
Jones, M A, BBus CSturt

HR Administrators
Guthrie, D B, DipOH&S WodongaTAFE, BBus CSturt
†St John, J P, CertIVBus NSW TAFE

†St John, J P, CertIVBus NSW TAFE
Division of Information Technology

Executive Office

Executive Director

Manager, IT Developments
Hughes, T J, BA Macq, GradDipInfoTech CSturt

Executive Officer
†Tinley, D A, BCom Griff

Finance Officer
Russell, N E, BBus CSturt

CSU Project Service Centre

Manager
Mackinnon, L D, BBus CSturt

Business Analyst
Armstrong, M L, BEc Syd

Project Managers
Beven, C J A, DipTeach SydneyCAE, GDipAppSc MInfoTech CSturt
Chisholm, M A, BA GradCertMgt CSturt

Trainee Business Analysts
Boyd, M C
Colombera, C A

Technology Services & Infrastructure Centre

Director
Taylor, G B, ADipComp RiverinaCAE

Infrastructure

Manager, IT Infrastructure
Ireland, D M, DipT Catholic College of Education, BAppSc CSturt

Team Leaders
Fromholtz, K M, AssocDipAppSc BInfoTech CSturt
Rayner, T C, BEng BSc NSW

Senior Systems & Infrastructure Officers
Jeffries, S M, AssocDipEng FootscrayTAFE
Short, L J, BInfTech CSturt

Network Services Officer
Terry, T D, BInfoTech CSturt

System Programmer
Hay, R J, BInfoTech CSturt

Systems & Infrastructure Officers
Bennett, T L
Brown, T G, BBus CSturt
Tolhurst, R S, BInfoTech CSturt
Weston, L P

Systems Programmers
Ahmad, S, BInfTech CSturt
Cain, B N
McDonnell, D J L, BInfTech CSturt

Senior Computer Systems Administration Officer
Meekin-Sutherland, S M

Technology Support Services

Manager
Roberson, B M, ADipDP MitchellCAE

Team Leaders
Burrow, A W, ADipBus NSWTAFE
Paton, R J

Desktop Services Officer
Rosser, S I, BComp Monash

Desktop Support Officer
Heron, T J

Information Technology Support Officer
Godschalk, J B

Senior Information Technology Officer
Talan, I B

Information Technology Officers
Browne, D A L, DipIT NSWTAFE, BIT CSturt
Drake, P F
Dusselaar, A P
Jonas, B C
May, N C, BInfTech CSturt
Oliver, A P
Shave, P R
IT Support Officer
Case, M J, DipIT NSWTAFE, BInfTech CSturt
PC Consultant
Pattinson, A P, BInfTech CSturt

Computer Shop

Supervisor
Smith, G D

Technology Service Management Centre

Director
Sefton, P T, DipRelEd DipT StMaryColl, GDipAppSc MInfTech CSturt, GradDipEdStud MitchellCAE

Customer Service Management

Manager, Customer Service & QA
Locke, R D, BBus CSturt
Team Leaders
Eyles, J P
Slack-Smith, F
Information Technology Training Officers
Brimson, R M
Dixon, S E, CertWorkplaceTrain NSWTAFE
Laverty, P J
†Williams, M L

Teaching & Business Information Management Centre

Director
Bedwell, D J, BE Wgong, GradCertElectCom CSturt

Teaching Learning & Business Applications

Manager
Haines, A G, DipViticulture NSWTAFE, BBus TechnolSyd
Manager, Application Development & Integration
Cottee, D O, BAppSc CSturt
Project Manager
Roberts, J D
Applications Developer
Robertson, A J
CSU Web Curator/NSW HSC Online Coor
Coller, P E, BA GradDipEd CSturt
Snr Analyst Programmer
Graham, W T, BBus GDipAppSc CSturt
Team Leader, CSU OnLine
Bristow, P T, AssocDipInfoTech BInfoTech CSturt
Technical Leads
Martin, D J, BInfoTech CSturt
Pitcher, V M, BA Melb, DipEd GDipComp LaTrobe

Analyst Programmers
Boetto, R, AssocDipAppSc BAppSc CSturt
Marr, W S, DipTeach ArmidaleCAE, GDipComp ECowen
Morton-Allen, M, BInfoTech CSturt
Walsh, M F, BEng RMIT

Applications Programmers
Archer, T J, BAppComp Tas
Benton, L P, BBus CSturt
†Davis, G, BBus CSturt
Jenkins, J A
Joshi, H, BE Nag, MInfoTech ECowen
†Mackay, K L, BInfoTech CSturt
Patterson, C M
Roma, D W, BInfoTech CSturt
†Thomson, A, AssocDipInfoTech BInfoTech CSturt
Programmer
Dunstall, C N G, BInfoTech CSSturt

Web Designer
†Watson, K D

Website Support Officer
Tulloh, B F E, CertIVInterMedia VETAB, BA CSSturt

Enterprise Information Architecture

Senior Database Administrator
Reeves, A J, BE Monash

Database Administrator
Goopy, D M, BEc JamesCook

Analyst/Programmer
Kauter, S K, BInfoTech CSSturt

CSU Records Office

Manager
McMenamin, S S, BAppSc Curtin, MRMAA
Division of Library Services

Executive Office

Executive Director
Oakley, S D, BA GradDipMgt MMgt WAust, AALIA

Director, Development
Bishop, S A, BA NSW, GradDipLibSc Kuring-gaiCAE

Director, Operations
Amery, K L, BA SwinburneUT, GDipLibrarianship MelbourneCAE, MAppSc CSTurt, AALIA

Adjunct Administrator
O’Neill, S L

Coordinators, Library Web Site
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSTurt
†Watson, K D

Coordinator, Administration
Morrice, J A, DipBus WinstTAFE

Albury Library

Manager, Client & Information Services
Fry, G M, BEng RMIT, GDipLIS Melb

Coordinator, Client & Information Services
Burr, B R, BA ANU, DipEd Monash, GradDipArts CSTurt

Librarian, Client Services
Whitaker, I R, BEd MelbourneCAE

Librarians, Information Services
†Bowman, P M M, BEd GDipM Melb
†Hardiman-Orford, J, DipT MelbourneCAE, GradDiplInfM Melb

Bathurst Library

Manager, Client & Information Services
Sempell, R H, BA Kuring-gaiCAE, GDipIM Melb

Manager, Collection Services
Evans, I G, BA DipEd NSW, GDipTLib Kuring-gaiCAE

Coordinator, Information Services
Smith, K M, BA Kuring-gaiCAE

Coordinator, Lending Services
Dissanayake, B G, MLIS Colombo, MSc(Hons) Patrice Lumumba P.F.

Coordinator, Remote Services
Cox, S F, GradDipMgt CQld, GradDipChildLit Macq, BA RiverinaCAE, AALIA

Coordinator, Cataloguing
Khoo, H C, BSc(Hons) DipEd MSc Malaya, GradDipArts CSTurt

Librarians, Collection Services
Arrow, J M, GDipScTeacherLibrarianship ECowan, DipTeach MitchellCAE, MAppSc CSTurt

Librarians, Information Services
Johnstone, M, BADipEd Macq, GDipTLib SAust, GradDipSpecEd CSTurt

Librarians, Information Services
Boland, D E, BSc NE, GDipLib BallaratCAE

Mariette, M R, BAppHum BA(Hons) WSyd, GradDiplInfM TechnolSyd, AALIA

Orange Library

Manager, Library Services
Eggleston, L, AALIA

Librarian
Woodside, D, GradDiplTeachLib Kuring-gaiCAE, DipT MitchellCAE

Wagga Library

Manager, Client & Information Services
Ferguson, A K, GDipLib RGIT, MA Aberd, ALA

Manager, Collection Services
Fitzpatrick, K L, BA BallaratCAE

Coordinator, Information Services
Jackson, K A V, BA CSTurt

Coordinator, Lending Services
Murphy, J, ADiplLib BAppSocSci RMIT, DipWelfSt SunraysiaTAFE, BA Deakin

Coordinator, Acquisitions
Sleeman, G S, ALAA

Coordinator, Cataloguing
Henman, J E, BA CSTurt

Librarians, Collection Services
Griffiths, C N, BA CSturt, AALIA
†Moloney, J V, BA DipEd GDipLib NSW
**Librarians, Information Services**
Baker, J M, BA Newcastle (NSW), GradDipLibInfoStud Curtin
Griffin, L M
Division of Marketing

Executive Office

Director
Ansell, S A J, HND Ealing C.H.E., MBA CSturt

International Marketing Officer
Tarbit, A S, BBus QldUT

Administrative Assistant
Michel, C M, BA Canberra

Contact Centre

Manager, Contact Centre
Browning, K A, AdvCertTelecomm CertWorkplaceTrain DipCallCentreMgt WinstTAFE

Training & Development Coordinator
Hughes, S, DipTeach Catholic College of Education

Team Leader, Contact Centre
Burgess, R, BBus CSturt

Customer Service Agent
Gorrell, C
Hall, D
Harvey, J
Heffernan, T
Homery, L, AdvDipHotelMgt BMIHMS
Peacock, F
Pigott, B, BFinAdmin UNE
Purcell, E
Schumacher, S
Walsh, J

Administrative Assistant
Smith, H

CSU Print

Printery Manager
Hope, P I

Graphic Designer
O’Neill, A G, DipGraphic Design SIT

Production Co-Ordinator
Robinson, C S

Graphic Reproducer
Kevin Roughtey

Offset Printers
Scott Mutton
Chris Dury

Dean Rheinberger

Administration Assistant
Monique Constable

Binding Finisher
Pauline Osborn

Marketing Communications

Manager (Acting)
Pym, G M, BA CSturt

Editor/Web Editor
Richardson, J M, BA ANU

Senior Editor
Pym, G M, BA CSturt

Editor/Project Manager
Vincent, P M, BA CSturt

Editor/Project Manager
Vacant

Graphic Designer
Johanson, A L, BA(GraphicDesign) CSturt

Dispatch Supervisor
Wilson, C E
Market Development

Market Development Manager
Howell, C, BA(LiberalStudies) RiverinaMurrayIHE, MBus (Marketing) CSturt

Market Analyst/Researcher
Lasky, G F J, BBus MBus CSturt

Prospective Student Advisers
Dwyer, N F
Legg, S E, DipT RiverinaCAE
Skate, S M
Smith, C A, BBus CSturt

Media/Promotions Officer
Manning, H W, BA CSturt

Administrative Assistant
Barber, L G, BA CSturt, Cert Workplace Train & Assess Riverina Institute of TAFE
Division of Student Administration

Executive Office

Executive Director
Honey, G B, BBus Riverina Murray HE, GradCertMgt CSturt

Director, Student Administration
Evans, M D K, BA ANU

Admissions Office

Manager
Chapman, S K, BCom NSW, GradDipSocSc NE

Senior Admissions Officer
† Dawe, M J, BMgt SCross

Admissions Officers
Armour, T L
Byrne, T L, DipTeach Hawkesbury AgColl
Case, S J, BA CSturt
Collins, P C
Gifford, H L, BA QldUT
Manton, L S, BA NE, BLitt(Hons) Deakin

Admissions Officers, International
Craig, K L
Euler, S L
Grainger, J M
Mitchell, J A, BTeach CSturt
Van Wel, F A

Albury Student Administration Office

Manager
Carden, M E, BA Mitchell CAE

Senior School Liaison Officers
Baker, F M, DipT STC
Cleary, J T, BEd LaTrobe
Yates, I C, GDipTax NSW, BBus(Admin) Riverina Murray HE

School Liaison Officers
† Hall, G M, BA ANU, GDipSecStud Canberra
Hindle, B J
Lowden, G A
Mckinley, E J
Potter, M G, DipTeach BEd AvonColl, DipSocSc Massey, GDipTESOL SAustCAE
Stewart, A R

Bathurst Student Administration Office

Manager
Gooley, D L

Senior School Liaison Officer
Munro, S L
† Ouah, M J, DipT Christchurch TC

School Liaison Officers
Flood, B I
Jones, L
† Pleming, K M, BBus Mitchell CAE
Sugden, M A, BA CSturt
Thurling, S D
Toole, D R, AdvCertAcct OTEN, BBus(Acc) CSturt
† Waddell, R G

Examinations Office

Manager
Brownlow, C D

Examinations Officer
Jones, E J, AdvCertPersMgt WinstTAFE

Orange Student Administration Office

Manager
Duffy, B J, DipEd BBus Mitchell CAE

Senior Liaison & Student Services Officer
May, S L, DipEd BA Macq, MSustMgmt Syd  
School Liaison Officer  
Brennan, S L

Systems & Quality

Manager, Systems & Quality Office  
McDermott, I W, AssocDiplInfoTech BInfoTech CSturt

Student Systems & Quality Officers  
Armstrong, I A, AssocDiplEng NSWTAFE, BBus CSturt  
Pearce, C H, BAgriEc NE

Third Party Programs Coordinator  
Yensch, P J, DiplProjMgt NE

Wagga Student Administration Office

Manager  
Hall, L M, BEd CSturt, ATEM

Senior School Liaison Officers  
Bellairs, M M  
Martin, S S, BA CSturt

Liaison Officer  
Rogers, N M

School Liaison Officers  
Brabin, E J  
Castle, P W  
Chaplin, D R  
Halbisch, R M  
†Morton, C E  
†Reberger, M A  
St John, K  
Tye, T M, BTeach CSturt

Wallace, H C, BAppSc BTeach Deakin  
Ward, M J, BBus QldUT
Division of Student Services & Indigenous Support

Executive Office

Executive Director
Callander, A J, GDipMan CQld, MSc SheffHallam, BBus CSSturt, ACIA
Deputy Director
Burr, L J, GradDipEdAdmin RMIT, BEd LaTrobe, GDipEd HawthornIE, MPhil CSSturt
Protocol Officer
Lander, K E, BA Deakin, GradCertTESOL CSSturt

Student Services, Administrative Support

Assistant Finance Manager
Clark, J P T, ADipBus NSWTAFE, BBus CSSturt
Manager, Student Access and Work
Worsfold, P W, DipT RiverinaCAE, GradCertDispResln MBA CSSturt
Career Development Officer
Anderson, V M
International Student Advisers
Dunn, Y S, DipAppSc HawkesburyAgColl, GDipEd Syd
Furze, L S, BA LaTrobe, GDipEdStud(MulticulturalEd) NE
†Sinclair, F M, BA Syd
Team Leader, Student Contact
Delaney, P K
Quality Assurance Officer
#†...
#Battersby, J L
#Combs, M M
#Foster, M T
#Tilden, D A
Student Services Officers
#†Fitzpatrick, G J
#†Schembri, C M
Student Services QA Officer
#Stacker, L T
Careers Assistant
#†...

Indigenous Support Unit

Manager
Eldridge, R J, DipHlthSc Syd, MIndigHlthStud Wgang
Community & Student Liaison Officers
Clegg, D L R, BAppSc(Parks&Rec) CSSturt
Hull, J G
Lane, S L
Administrative Assistant
#Connors, M G
Office Assistant
#McKay, K A

Learning Support

Manager
Smith, E A, GradCertInstDes GDipAppSc Deakin, MEd SQld, DipT MitchellCAE, BEd CSSturt
English Language Support Adviser
†Tempke, R M, DipEd NE, MA Sthnill
Learning Skills Advisers
Ardren, S P, DipActuarialTechnique InstActuaries, BSc(Hons) MSc PElizabeth
†Barton, H E, BSc Melb, DipEd MelbourneStateColl
†Butler, P F, BADipEd Macq, BD MelbCollDivinity, MTh(Hons) SydCollDivinity
†Hall, H T, BA Syd
Learning Skills Officers
Lance, R L, BScAgr Syd, GDipEd CanberraCAE
MoSowan, B M T, DipT AustCath, BADEd Canberra
McKinney, S H, DipTeach Melb, DipBusStud VictoriaUT, GradCertEd Tas
McVilly, B M, GDipEd HawthornIE, GDipCareersEd RMIT, BA CSSturt
Unwin, T A, BA WAust, RSA/CTEFLA RMIT

Learning Skills Officers
Manners, J M, BA GDipEd NSW, GradDipMgt CSSturt
†Scott, J M, BMath DipEd Newcastle(NSW)

Personal Support

www.csu.edu.au
Student Community Coordinator
Simmons, G D, BA B SocWk Melb

Student Counsellors
Rutherford, P D, BA Qld
Weaver, J L, B Psych(Hons) CSturt

Disability Liaison Officers
†Lavicka, K A, BAppScOT Cumb
†Shaw, R L, BA NSW

Student Equity Officers
†Bragg, S M, BN CSturt
†Dorman, D C
†Ross, J S, BA PhD Syd

Student Community Coordinators
†Roche, C N, BA CSturt
†van Toor, M J, BHSc CSturt

University Nurse
Pearce, C, RN NSW NurseReg, B Bus(Admin) CSturt

Residence & Catering

Director

Administration Unit

Manager, Administration, Contact & Services
Reinhold, A J, BA Canberra

Finance Officer
Heffer, R V

Bathurst & Orange Catering Unit

Catering Manager
Russell, B S

Assistant Catering Managers
Booth, J J, AdvCert Hosp & Catering Supvsn AssocDipAppSc NSW TAFE
Bowden, A M

Bathurst, Orange & Dubbo Operations

Manager, Residential Operations
Horn, V A, RN

Residential & Finance Officer
Faulkner, K C

Residential Operations Officers
Hennock, P M, DipHSc(Nurs) CSturt
Kelly, J L

Wagga Catering Unit

Catering Manager
Cooke, E E

Assistant Catering Manager - Services
Perry, T D

Assistant Catering Manager
White, A J

Wagga Wagga & Thurgoona Operations

Manager, Residential Operations
Bell, P J

Residential Operations Officer
Miskell, R L
Office of Planning & Audit

Director
Sharp, C J, MLitt NE, BAppSc CSturt, BEd MitchellCAE

University Auditor
Ranby, P P, BEc Macq, GradCertFinPlan Canberra, CPA

Manager, Planning
Clemson, N A, BA Auck, GradDipInfoTech TechnolSyd

Applications Programmer
Scott, T J, BInfoTech CSturt

Planning Officer
†Lamb, M A, BAppSc CSturt

Systems Officers
Newell, R I, BInfoTech CSturt
Williamson, T C, BInfoTech CSturt

Administration Officer
Saban, A K

Assistant Auditor
Payne, K F, BBus CSturt
Council

Official Members

Chancellor
Willett, L J, AO (term to 31 December 2010)

Deputy Chancellor
Macintosh, A I, AC, BA ANU (term to 30 June 2007)

Vice-Chancellor
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD III

Chair, Academic Senate
Green, Professor D L, DesRCA RCA (term to 30 June 2007)

Council Members

Bell, H, MBus CSturt (term to 30 June 2008)
Benedyka, S E, FinMgtCert MACAE GDipBus CSturt (term to 30 June 2007)
Catanazari, A, MLC (term to 31 March 2007)
Elks, M (term to 30 June 2008)
Frangopoulos, A, BA MitchellCAE (term to 30 June 2007)
Hancock, C, BA CSturt MBA UNSW (term to 30 June 2009)
Hanrahan, W T, BBus RiverinaCAE, BLegS Macq, BRegS MSC Melb, FCPA, FCIS (term to 30 June 2007)
Kennett, G, BBus, GradDipTrain&Develop, MTrain&Develop (term to 30 June 2008)
Macklin, R, BCom NSW, MCom(Hons) Wgong, PhD CSturt (term to 30 June 2008)
Martin, G F, MP (term to 31 March 2009)
Murphy, P A, BAgEc Syd (term to 30 June 2007)
Pitkin, K, BA Newcastle(NSW), DipEd Armidale, GradCertActionLng WSyd (term to 30 June 2007)
Towers, P A, BSc Murdoch, MApptSc WSyd, PhD Qld, ASRB (term to 30 June 2008)
Wise, G A, BVSyd Syd (term to 30 June 2009)

Executive Committee
Willett, L J, AO (Chair)
Benedyka, S E
Goulter, I C
Green, D L
Macintosh, A I, AC
Towers, P
Wise, G A

Audit and Risk Committee
Hanrahan, W T (Chair)
Frangopoulos, A
Pitkin, K

Compliance and Commercial Activities Committee
Murphy, P A (Chair)
Wise, G A
Macklin, R
Jarratt, B

Corporate Governance and Nominations Committee
Willett, L J, AO (Chair)
Benedyka, S E
Goulter, I C
Hancock, C
Macintosh, A I, AC

University Secretary
Burdack, M G, BA BLegS Macq

Regional Consultative Committees

Albury-Wodonga Regional Consultative Committee

Chair
Whiteford, G E, BAAppSc W AustIT, M HlthSc PhD SAust, MAAOT

Members
Hanrahan, W T, BBus RiverinaCAE, BLegS Macq, BRegS MSC Melb, FCPA, FCIS
Melville, N J, BSc ULIV, PostGrad Cert Ed ULIV
Bathurst Regional Consultative Committee

Chair
Walker, Associate Professor G A, DipEd MCom NSW, PhD Macq

Members
Blanch, P, LLB Syd, ISMP OPM Harvard, FAICD
Flynn, A
Hector, J, BSC Syd
Kitcher, D
Macintosh, I, BA ANU
Moran, B
Roach, A, BBus CSSturt
Roach, R, BSc NSW, MBA Scot
Stocks, N, BA CSSturt

Dubbo Regional Consultative Committee

Chair
Bell, H, MBus CSSturt

Members
Biles, C, BSocSc CSSturt
Browne, M, BArts(Hon) DipEd University of Tasmania
Eckford, G
Walters, M, AM MBE
Wise, G A, BVSc Syd

Orange Regional Consultative Committee

Chair
Parton, Professor K, DipEconStat NE, BComm (Hons) Liv, MSc Newcastle, PhD NE

Members

Wagga Regional Consultative Committee

Chair
Green, Professor D, NDD Des RCA London

Members
Briggs, J, MBA CSSturt
Dale, P S, AssocDip AREI
Hart, A
Mahon, J K J, DipAgr WaggaAgrColl
Merrylees, M
Rogers, W, BSc ANU, BA NE, DipEd CCAE

Senior Officers of the University

Chancellor
Willett, L J, AO

Vice-Chancellor
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD Ill

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic
Chambers, Professor R C, BA PhD Syd

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration
Gorman, Professor L, BA NE, GradCertMgt WSyd, PhD Sus

Presiding Officer, Academic Senate
Green, Professor D L, NDD Des RCA London

Pro Vice-Chancellor, Research & Graduate Training
Burnett, Professor P C, DipAppPsych Filin, DipT KelvinGroveCAE, MEdSt Qld, PhD Ohio
Executive Director, Division of Financial Services
Hackett, J F, FCIM, FCIS, PNA

Executive Director, Division of Human Resources
Shaw, R L, GDipBusAdmin WAustIT, BBus RiverinaCAE, AFAHRI, CPA